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ABSTRACT 

The development of the microstructure during thennomechanical processing (TMP) is 

critical in detennining the final properties and quality of metal strip. In the particular 

case where aluminium sheet is used for lithographic applications, the surface appearance 

after electro-etching should be devoid of any streaking or inhomogeneous discolouration. 

The cause of possible streaking effects can be related to poor microstructure development 

during TMP and often arises as a result of inadequate recrystallisation. To avoid the 

deleterious effects, it is important to implement the appropriate rolling conditions in order 

to control the processes of recovery and recrystallisation. The means by which the 

correct rolling conditions can be established is usually by extensive laboratory 

simulations and concomitant microstructural analysis. In view of the fact that this 

approach is often tedious, the present study has investigated the use of the stress 

relaxation technique to provide rapid data on the recovery and recrystallisation kinetics 

for commercial purity aluminium under defonnation conditions that closely simulate hot 

rolling operations. 

Stress relaxation (SR) curves have been generated for AA1200 aluminium, as well as for 

two magnesium containing alloys, namely AA5182 (5wt% Mg) and an experimental 

alloy (Al-l %Mg). Fully recrystallised microstructures were subjected to uniaxial 

compression in the temperature range of 300-400°C. Strains and strain rates were up to 

0.7 and Is·! respectively. Stress relaxation was measured for intervals up to 15 minutes 

and the evolved microstructures were examined after fixed intervals using polarised light 

microscopy and electron backscatter diffraction. 

For the most part the SR curves indicate an uncharacteristic shape, in that the softening 

rates expected for the recovery and recrystallisation events are not represented. Instead, 

careful analysis at low strains has shown that the shape of the SR curves more closely 

resemble creep recovery for the entire duration of the static annealing period. Thus, it has 

been concluded that the creep recovery dominates the shape of the curve in such a way 

that the transitions in recovery and recrystallisation events can not be identified. More or 

less, identical behaviour has been observed for the commercial purity alloy and the 

magnesium containing aluminium alloys. 
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INflWIJI 'CnOs 

1 INTRODllCTION 

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND 

(ommercJal purity alwrunirnn alloy is used for the productlOn of hthographlC sheet For 

this appliCa/lOll, surracc quailty is of the utmost importanc~_ If streakmg IS seen on the 

~urface of the finished product, lh~ surrace quality is inadequate. This streaking IS seen 

after electro-JXlllshing and ooatlOg of the final sheet [as sho',n 10 hg"'" '-1m)], and the 

effect IS caused by the elongauon of large recrystallised grams, v..itich onginate during 

hot rolling, and clusters of paruaily rec'Ystal!Jsoo grams lhal have nuclealoo randomly 

across the surface, This type of surface quahty IS a result of nuxed m;)de texture 

development, owing to the d.>fomlallon and recryslallisation textures thaI occur during 

hot rollmg On the other hand, an acceptable surface quality IS a result of a 

holoogenoolls, fine-grained microstructure I as shov.n in FIKllre 1, 1 (a)1 

Figure I. J- Examp!"_" (!flithographlc shcci ajlereleclro-polishinf.;: (a) no sln'ai<ing on 
surjaw, fb) sireukitlf.; on surface 

The grain size and distribunon, v..itich IS formed during recryslalhsanon under the 

conditions cxpenenced during hot rolling, also has a marked effect On the surface 
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INTRODUCTION 

appearance after electro-polishing and coating. A fully recrystallised or fully recovered 

microstructural texture, where there is as an even distribution of grain size, will not 

exhibit the streaking effect to the same extent as a mixed-mode textured, partially 

recrystallised grain structure. 

The key to achieving a high success rate in sheet production is to understand and manage 

the important microstructural changes taking place during the hot rolling process, bearing 

in mind that the final microstructure is determined by the accumulation of the 

microstructural change taking place within each stage. Hulett Aluminium Rolled 

Products (Pty) Ltd. uses a 2-stand 4-high warm reversing mill, which has a roughing mill 

and a fmishing mill. The hot roughing mill has been identified as the source of, as well 

as the possible solution to, the problem. It is here that the material experiences conditions 

under which recrystallisation will occur. If a fully recrystallised and fine-grained 

microstructure can be produced after this stage, the subsequent rolling on the hot 

finishing mill and final cold rolling will produce a good surface quality. 

Microstructural changes taking place during hot rolling can be simulated in the 

laboratory. The traditional way to simulate hot rolling is to use Plane Strain Compression 

(pSC), followed by isothermal annealing operations in a salt bath. This is a long and 

tedious testing technique that is dependent on the success of the post deformation quench 

and whose results are based on subsequent microstructural evaluation. The motivation 

for the present investigation is the development of a simple and effective means for the 

characterisation of the restoration processes, without resorting to tedious isothermal 

annealing experiments. To do this, it is necessary to simulate both the deformation 

process and the interpass time between rolls in one inclusive test. This can be achieved 

by using uniaxial compression, which simulates the deformation stage, followed by a 

stress relaxation period, which simulates the interpass time. The aim is to collect data 

from one test that will be sufficient to interpret the restoration kinetics of that particular 

alloy under a particular combination of roll pass and interpass conditions. The test data 

are converted to Stress Relaxation (SR) curves, where the graph of stress vs. log time is 

plotted. In the resulting curve, each gradient and change in gradient can be attributed to 

some microstructural phenomenon. This technique will also be validated through 

microstructural analysis. 

2 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.2 PRELIMINARY RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The preliminruy objectives for this project were: 

• To validate the appropriateness of the stress relaxation technique for measuring 

microstructural evolution 

• To utilise the stress relaxation technique to identify and measure the recovery and 

recrystallisation kinetics 

And more specifically: 

• To determine the critical strain for recrystallisation in the temperature range of 

340°C to 400°C (as experienced in the hot roughing mill) 

• When strain is sub-critical, to determine the softening kinetics by recovery 

• To establish the effects of accumulated strain in successive passes and determine 

whether this would contribute to the onset of recrystallisation 

The emphasis of the objectives was shifted during the course of the investigation. The 

design, set-up and validation of the apparatus for the stress relaxation technique were 

more complex than originally anticipated. The problems experienced with the testing 

facility were enhanced by the nature of the particular material being investigated. As 

testing progressed, it was obvious that the more specific objectives also needed 

modification. 

1.3 MODIFIED RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The modified objective was to design and set up of an efficient and easy-to-use testing 

facility, where uniaxial compression and stress relaxation were combined in one 

complete test, for the measurement of microstructural evolution: 

• To determine the suitability of the test technique for AA1200 commercial purity 

alloy 

• To use this newly-modified testing facility to generate stress relaxation data for 

testing variables associated with the mill log data 

• To utilise SR curves for the determination of critical temperatures and strains where 

recrystallisation is observed 

3 
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INTRODUCTION 

• If the stress relaxation technique is deemed suitable for the previous objectives, to 

make the testing technique more applicable to the hot rolling industry: 

- The application of a double-hit programme for the simulation of two successive 

rolls and interpass times, to evaluate the effects of accumulated strain 

1.4 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

The experimental approach that was followed to achieve the research objectives is briefly 

explained: 

The design phase was made up of an evaluation of two design ideas, by trial and error 

testing and subsequent design modifications. 

Once the testing facility was in working order and yielding good stress relaxation results, 

various testing matrices were followed in the pursuit of a better understanding of the 

nature of the stress relaxation curve. This was achieved by investigating the response of 

different alloys to the testing variables that were determined according to the mill log for 

AAI200. The principal alloy under investigation was commercial purity alloy AAI200, 

and of secondary interest were two alloys containing different amounts of magnesium (an 

experimental AI-I %Mg alloy and AA5I82, a commercial 5wt<>10 Mg alloy). 

Using the stress relaxation curve (stress vs. log time) as a guide, microstructural analysis 

was performed at key positions along the length of the curve (i.e. varying time intervals), 

as well as over a variety of temperatures and strains. These data were used as a guide for 

the interpretation of the shape of the curve and, consequently, for the verification of the 

stress relaxation technique. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 MATERIAL 

2.1.1 INTRODUCTION TO ALUMINIUM 

Aluminium is an easily formed, machined and cast, face centred cubic (fcc) metal. It 

has a low density, a high ductility and good thermal and corrosion properties. 

Aluminium has a wide range of applications, from light weight packaging to extensive 

use in the transport and automotive industries. Pure aluminium has a relatively low 

tensile strength, approximately 50 MPa, but this can be adapted by modifying the 

composition of its alloys and by thermal and mechanical treatments I. 

2.1.2 PROPERTIES AND THE EFFECT OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS 

The lXXX series aluminium alloys are super- and commercial-purity non-heat 

treatable alloys, containing at least 99.0wt% aluminium. In the AA1200 alloy, the main 

alloying elements are silicon and iron, which are the most common alloying elements in 

commercially wrought aluminium alloys. The solubility of iron in the solid state is 

very low (± 0.05%) and, therefore, most of the iron over this value is seen as an 

intermetallic second phase in combination with aluminium and the other alloying 

elements presene. Blade3 shows that with commercial purity aluminium alloys, 

recrystallisation is difficult to achieve as a result of its Fe content. 

PROPERTIES 

Tensile strength (MPa) 110 

Yield strength (MPa) 105 

Elastic modulus (GPa) 70-80 

Hardness (Brinell) 30 

Thermal conductivity (W/m-K) 231 @ 25°C 

Electrical resistivity (lO-9Q-m) 28 @ 25°C 

Melting temperature (OC) 646-657 

Table 2.1.1: Mechanical, thermal and electrical properties 0/99.5% aluminium 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1.3 STACKING FAULT ENERGY (YSFE) 

The stacking fault energy is a measure of the ease with which dislocations dissociate. 

This dissociation has an effect on climb and cross slip of dislocations, which are the 

mechanisms that dominate recovery4. A high YSFE will promote recovery, while a low 

YSFE will hinder recovery and, consequently, will promote recrystallisation. Aluminium 

has a medium to high value of YSFE (~170mJm-2), although, depending on the alloying 

elements, this value can be altered. This is achieved with the presence of solutes, 

which either pin the dislocations or affect the concentration and mobility of vacancies. 

Impurities and alloying elements do reduce the stacking fault energy, although in 

aluminium the effect of the introduction of impurities is weak in comparison to other 

metals5
. 

Stacking fault energy (YSFE) has a large effect on the determination of the deformation 

textures of face centred cubic metals, such as aluminium6
. This deformation texture, in 

tum, has an effect on the recrystallisation texture that develops during annealing or 

interpass times. The deformation texture is removed and a new, intensified 

recrystallisation texture results, which is related to the original deformation texture by 

standard lattice rotations7
. 

2.1.4 TEXTURE 

These high purity aluminium alloys are used for the production of sheet or foil. They 

undergo hot rolling and subsequent cold rolling. During these production processes, 

the metal grain structure acquires a preferred orientation referred to as texture. The 

main processes that determine the final texture of a metal are deformation and 

recrystallisation 8. 

During deformation the orientation of the grains changes relative to the applied stress. 

This change in orientation is generally related to the rotation of the lattice within single 

grains, where the slip direction will rotate until it is in the plane of compression. These 

orientation changes occur along the most favourable slip planes, which are dependent 

on alloy composition and process history. Also, during subsequent annealing, 

nucleation of recrystallisation occurs preferentially according to the orientation. This 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

may lead to inhomogeneous recrystallisation, because different texture components 

could recrystallise differently. When new grains are formed during the recrystallisation 

process they tend to produce a preferred orientation that is different from the orientation 

of the deformed grains, thus altering the type and distribution of preferred orientation. 

The recrystallisation texture, which is the result of these preferred orientations, causes 

anisotropic flow behaviour of the material in any subsequent forming operations9
. It is 

generally more desirable for rolled sheet to have as little preferred orientation as 

possible, thus giving the final product less chance to exhibit directional properties lO
. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, streaking in lithographic sheet after electro polishing is the 

result of inhomogeneous microstructural elements and clustering. Texture, or preferred 

orientation, is not the only microstructural aspect that influences the surface quality of a 

rolled material. The main cause of streaking is the clustering effect. In a partially 

recrystallised material, clusters of recrystallised grains have a marked effect on the 

amount of streaking, but may have little effect on the overall preferred orientation. The 

key factor is the distribution of the various aspects which make up the inhomogeneous 

microstructure. Some of these aspects are: clusters of grains with like orientations or 

like grain size and clusters of recrystallised grains within a partially recrystallised 

structure. 

2.2 THE DEFORMED STATE 

The deformation process consists of dislocation multiplication, movement and 

accumulation. The hardening seen during deformation is due to the accumulation of 

the dislocation density, and the softening is due to recovery and recrystallisation (which 

are competing processes). During deformation, a steady state is sometimes reached. 

This occurs when there is a dynamic balance between hardening and softeningll. 

It is the deformed structure that accounts for a large portion of the stored energy in a 

material, which in tum drives the microstructural changes that we see occurring during 

the interpass time in hot rolling12. These microstructural changes can be attributed to 

the deformation and to the restoration that takes place as a result. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.2.1 DISLOCATION MOVEMENT 

Aluminium deforms by dislocation climb and cross-slip. This is because of its high 

stacking fault energy, indicating that dislocations are not likely dissociate with ease. As 

well as being modes of deformation movement, climb and cross-slip are mechanisms 

that control the rate of recovery. 

In a deformed material the dislocations that have moved can then be stored in the sub

grain walls or boundaries and also within the interior area of the subgrains12. 

2.2.2 STORED ENERGY 

Softening kinetics are directly related to the stored energy in a structure, which is 

determined by the process history of the material 13 . As deformation proceeds, the 

amount of stored energy increases and, as a result, so does the driving force for 

softening. The energy is stored in the dislocations, point defects and grain boundaries. 

The energy is the highest in a dislocation pile-up, such as at a grain boundary, and 

lowest in cell walls and subgrain boundaries14. 

The microstructural changes that occur during hot working are associated with recovery 

and recrystallisation. These two restoration processes result from the release of stored 

energy. The amount of stored energy needed to cause recovery is smaller than that 

required for recrystallisation. If the value of the stored energy is too low, dynamic 

recrystallisation will not occur. This is the case with aluminium, where the occurrence 

of extensive dynamic recovery is often seen15. Past investigations have shown that this 

extensive recovery, which is a combined result of the stored energy and the stacking 

fault energy, is the explanation for the absence of dynamic recrystallisation in 

aluminium15,16. 

The amount of stored energy released in the recovery stage is small compared to that 

released after the onset ofrecrystallisation17
. The energy release is sensitive to purity, 

temperature, deformation and material properties, such as the stacking fault energy. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.2.3 SUBSTRUCTURES 

In hot deformation, substructures begin to form as soon as the material begins to 

recover dynamically. In aluminium, a substructure will appear at strains of 0.1 and will 

continue to develop until it stabilises in size, and they will remain equiaxed when 

steady state is reached. The higher the stress, the smaller the size of the equiaxed 

subgrains18 During dynamic recovery, the substructure maintains uniformity, but, as 

soon as deformation stops and static recovery begins, the substructure tends to 

heterogeneity 19. This occurs because some subgrains grow preferentially to others and 

nuclei for static recrystallisation begin to develop. 

The substructure in a deformed material is dominated by subgrain formation and 

growth, which occur as a series of micro-mechanisms, illustrated in Figure 2.2.1. 

(a) Dislocation tangles (b) Cell formation (c) Annihilation of 
dislocations within cells 

(d) Subgrain formation (e) Subgrain growth 

Figure 2.2.1: Structural micromechanisms which occur during sUbgrainformation 
(after Ref 4). 
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2.2.4 LOW .4,1\"0 HIGH ANGLE GRAI;\l BOU;\lDl .. I{IES 

Low and high angle grain boundarie~ are determined by the misorientation across the 

gram OOundaries. A mis.orielllation angle (If) of between 10" and 15 0 is taken as the 

transition from low angle grain ooundaries (LAGll) to high angle grain ooundaries 

(HAGE) 

During the annealing or metals, ooth the low and the high angle grain boundaries 

migrate in such a way as to minimise the energy state of the deformed material LAGB 

migration is as~(}dated with reoovel), and with the onset of recI}'stallisalion HAGB 

migration occurs after recovery, when recrystallisation has begun, and during the 

subsequent grain growth' . 

When looking at microstructures using Electron Bad, Sca!tered Diffrac_tion (EBSD), 

these misorientalions can be shown m Euler colour and the subgrain and grain 

ooundaries are delined by user set misorientation angles. A typical EBSD map lS 

shown in Figure 2.2.2 Generally, areas surrounded by HAGB with no LAGB in their 

midst are oon,idered a~ new strain-free grams or recl)'~tallised grains, while areas 

surrounded by LAGB are subgrains 

Rcc",-crcd tnnn Sin>Clure, 
sllbgrains sum)undcd b~' 

LAG]) 

Recry,taltised grain 
'"TTOllllded by HAGB 

Ngure 2.2.2: l';HSJ) map ,?fAA 1200, s;'owmg a pari/ally recrys/albsed .--lmClure, 
Arrows illdicate areas ojHACR ',1, ,,;'01<11 ill thick black IlIles alld LAGR \. shown ill 

pak f::,'I"o!y lilies. 
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LITER4TURE REVIEW 

2.3 THE RESTORATION PROCESSES 

2.3.1 RECOVERY AND RECRYSTALLISATION 

Recovery and recrystallisation are the restoration processes that result from the release 

of the internal stored energy that has accumulated during deformation. Deformed 

metals have microstructures that, owing to deformation, contain dislocation tangles and 

cells, the quantity of which depends on the deformation parameters and the material 

itself. As the material recovers, the dislocations migrate to well-defined subgrain 

boundaries, whose interiors are predominantly dislocation free. Recrystallisation, in the 

most general sense, occurs by the growth of select subgrains, which, as they grow, 

consume the surrounding grains, leaving new dislocation free grains. 

Recovery and recrystallisation are competing processes. The driving force for both 

phenomena is essentially the reduction of the amount of stored energy in the deformed 

material. Recovery is a pre-recrystallisation process and, once recrystallisation starts, 

the latter becomes the dominant restoration process. Therefore, the amount of recovery 

is limited by the ease with which recrystallisation occurs. If excessive recovery does 

occur, which is often the case with aluminium [owing to its high stacking fault energy 

(YSFE)], the driving force for recrystallisation is lowered and may altogether retard the 

onset of recrystallisation. 

2.3.1.1 RECOVERY 

Dislocation recovery occurs owing to the dislocations arranging themselves into 

subgrains. Recovery involves the partial restoration of the properties of the material. 

During the initial stages of deformation, the dislocations interact and multiply. This 

causes an increase in the flow stress and work hardens the material. As the dislocation 

density increases, the stored energy increases. This is the driving force for softening 

and causes the onset of recovery. Subgrains begin to form by rearrangement and 

annihilation. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

(0) (b) 

Figure 2.3.1: Schematic diagram of recovery process; (a) Deformed state, (b) 
Recovered (after Ref 4). 

In dynamic recovery this rearrangement proceeds under the applied stress until steady 

state is reached4
,19, Dynamic recovery maintains a uniform substructure, where 

subgrain size generally remains constant. In static recovery after hot deformation, the 

dislocations, which are located within the sub grains and in the subgrain walls, 

disappear quickly and subgrain growth proceeds. This static process slows down as it 

progresses, as the internal stresses created during deformation are exhausted, but 

aluminium will often undergo as much as 50% softening, owing to static recovery 

before the onset of static recrystallisation processes 19. 

Typically, recovery starts at around 0.3Tm, where Tm is the absolute melting 

temperature. This value will change slightly depending on the solute content. The 

recovery kinetics are influenced by any microstructural feature that will inhibit the 

dislocation motion, for example, second phase particles, solute content, prior strain and 

stacking fault energ/. 

Aluminium and its alloys exhibit very high rates of dynamic recovery, which in most 

cases will completely inhibit any dynamic recrystallisation. However, the formation of 

new grains during hot deformation has frequently been reported5
. 
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LlTER4TURE REVIEW 

2.3.1.2 RECRYSTALLISATION 

Recrystallisation is the nucleation and growth of new, relatively strain-free grains 

within a deformed microstructure. This nucleation will take place at points of high 

misorientation or they will form from the growth of selected subgrains in the partially 

recovered structure. The grains will grow until the previously deformed structure has 

been consumed and a new dislocation-free structure remains. For recrystallisation to 

occur, the subgrain boundaries in the recovered substructure must have a degree of 

mobility so that, through migration and accumulation, they can become high angle 

boundaries. Also, the boundaries of the subgrains with the least stored energy, which 

are larger than those surrounding them, will grow preferentially until they too become 

high angle grain boundaries. If this is the case, recrystallisation will occur by strain

induced boundary migration20
. 

(0) (b) 

Figure 2.3.2: Schematic diagram ojrecrystallisation process; (a) Partial 
recrystallisation, (b) Fully recrystallised (after Ref 4). 

There are three types of recrystallisation that take place: static, dynamic and 

metadynamic (or post dynamic). Static recrystallisation takes place by nucleation and 

growth processes that are initiated under static conditions. Dynamic recrystallisation 

takes place when a critical microstructural condition is reached during hot deformation. 

Metadynamic recrystallisation occurs after deformation by the growth of nuclei that 

have formed as a result of dynamic recrystallisation21
. 
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For metadynamic recrystallisation, which only takes place if dynamic recrystallisation 

is possible, the behaviour of the microstructure will depend on whether the strain 

during deformation is greater than Gc, the critical strain required for the onset of 

dynamic recrystallisation. If Gc has been exceeded, then recrystallisation nuclei will 

already be present within the material. These nuclei will then grow without any 

incubation period into a partly dynamically recrystallised heterogeneous structure22
. 

When metadynamic recrystallisation occurs, the initial recrystallised grain structure 

will be fine in appearance, but after longer delay times the metadynamically 

recrystallised grams will grow and become coarse, compared to any newly 

recrystallised grams caused by static recrystallisation23
. Because metadynamic 

recrystallisation has no incubation time it leads to a very rapid evolution of grain 

structures during the static annealing24
. If metadynamic recrystallisation does occur, 

the exact static recrystallisation start time during post deformation annealing is difficult 

to pinpoint. 

Static recrystallisation is strongly dependent on temperature and deformation, and less 

so on strain rate. On the other hand, metadynamic recrystallisation is independent of 

strain and is weakly dependent on temperature, while the primary factor affecting it is 

strain rate25,26. 

2.3.2 DYNAMIC PROCESSES 

The generally accepted theory has been that dynamic recrystallisation does not occur in 

aluminium. This is attributed to its high stacking fault energy, which leads to extensive 

dynamic recovery, leaving the amount of stored energy in the deformed structure too 

low to cause dynamic recrystallisation. However, Yamagata16 and Ponge et al. 15 have 

determined that dynamic recrystallisation does seem to occur during compression 

testing in single crystal aluminium of a very high purity, but only for particular crystal 

orientations. For aluminium alloys, dynamic recrystallisation is nucleated only when 

the alloy is pure, (>99.99%) or when large particles with magnesium solute stimulate 

the nucleation27
. 
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A typical flow curve of a material that undergoes dynamic recrystallisation has a fairly 

characteristic shape. It is referred to as an inverse-transient. There is rapid hardening 

to a peak and then softening takes over and the flow curve drops before reaching steady 

state. This can be seen in low stacking fault energy materials and has been reported in 

Al-5%Mg alloys. On the other hand, the flow curve for less alloyed aluminium, such 

as AA1200, gradually increases while the material hardens and flattens out as the 

material reaches steady state. Figure 2.3.3 shows the different flow curves associated 

with different aluminium alloys. 
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Figure 2.3.3: Flow curves of different aluminium alloys. The graph indicates the 
effect of the addition of magnesium on the occurrence of dynamic recrystallisation 

(after Ref 18). 

It is generally accepted that metals can be divided into two groups, the first where only 

recovery occurs during deformation, and the second where, in addition to this recovery, 

dynamic recrystallisation occurs. Aluminium has been generally thought to fit into the 

first category28. Figure 2.3.4 shows the microstructural changes taking place when 

only dynamic recovery takes place. 
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Figure 2.3.4: Summary of the microstructural changes that occur during dynamic 
recovery4. 

During the hot working of aluminium, extensive dynamic recovery occurs. Within this 

recovered structure, high angle grain boundaries may be seen. This does not mean that 

traditional dynamic recrystallisation of the nucleation and growth variety [also referred 

to as discontinuous dynamic recrystallisation (DDRX)] has taken place. This is a 

phenomenon referred to as continuous dynamic recrystallisation (CDRX) and involves 

the transformation of low angle grain boundaries into high angle grain boundaries by 

the progressive accumulation of dislocations, which increases the degree of 

misorientation until the boundary becomes a high angle grain boundary. (This has 

generally been reported in aluminium only at high strains). 

2.3.3 STATIC PROCESSES 

Evans et al. 29 showed that the rate of restoration in the inter-pass time between 

deformation increases with increasing temperature and increasing strain rate. By 

increasing the strain rate there is a reduction in time available for dynamic restoration 

during deformation. This leaves a higher dislocation density within the metal, which is 

a driving force for static recovery and recrystallisation during interpass. 

The amount of static softening increases as the temperature of deformation and the 

length of the delay time increase3o
. 
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2.3.4 RECRYSTALLISATION KINETICS AND GRAIN SIZE 

During hot deformation, both strain hardening and strain softening can be seen. Strain 

softening kinetics show the softening volume ratio to that of the whole material volume 

over a particular time. A good method of calculating the softening kinetics is to 

calculate both the dynamic and the static recrystallisation kinetics. Dynamic 

recrystallisation kinetics are calculated by considering the flow-stress, and static is 

descri bed by the nature of the relaxation flow stress31 
. 

Recrystallisation is best measured using quantitative metallography, but can also be 

determined by following the progression of the physical or mechanical properties. The 

most typical are the fraction recrystallised (Xv) and the rate of recrystallisation, the 

latter being determined by the time to 50% recrystallisation (to.s). The Avrami equation 

is often used to represent the recrystallisation behaviour by describing the volume 

fraction recrystallised: 

where X is the volume fraction of the recrystallised material, t is the annealing time, to.5 

is the time it takes for 50010 by volume of the material to recrystallise and n is the 

Avrami constant, which for AAI050 after dynamic recovery has a value of 

approximately 232. 

Chen et al. conducted hot deformation and annealing tests on AAI050 alloy at 

temperatures from 325°C to 400°C to derive the recrystallisation kinetics. Their results 

suggested that the time for 50% recrystallisation (to.s) was dependent on strain and 

strain rate and on the deformation and annealing temperatures according to the 

equation: 

t05 = C1·e-L5 
.Z-075. exp(~J 

R.Tann 

where Z is the Zener-Hollomon parameter, Q is the activation energy, Tann is the 

annealing temperature, R is the universal gas constant and C} is a material constant. 
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Their regression analysis resulted in: CI = 1.05xl0·5 and QI = 220000 kJ/mol. This 

equation helps to describe the recrystallisation kinetics that are a result of the testing 

conditions. 

The Zener-Hollomon parameter (Z) is seen in the previous equation. It is a parameter 

used for the temperature-compensated strain rate. The restoration processes during 

deformation are very sensitive to strain, temperature and strain rate. The effects of 

strain rate and temperature can be combined and described in terms of the Zener

Hollomon parameter: 

Z = £ exp(-.LJ 
RTdeJ 

where, £ is strain rate, Q is the activation energy for deformation, R is the universal gas 

constant and Tde[ is the deformation temperature. Subgrain size formed by dynamic 

recovery during deformation can be related to Z. As the Z value decreases, the subgrain 

SIze mcreases. 

Another important factor in the production of lithographic sheet is the recrystallised 

grain size (A). As mentioned in 2.1.4, a smaller average grain size evenly distributed in 

the final sheet is more desirable for a good surface quality in the final product. 

Therefore, it is beneficial to be able to predict the average recrystallised grain size using 

data from experimental testing: 

where C2 = 7916.66 S·0.33 f.lm and Q2 = 30000 kJ/mol. The above values of CI, C2, QI 

and Q2 were determined for AA1050 and were deemed suitable for alloys with similar 

compositions by Chen et al. . 
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2.4 THE HOT ROLLING PROCESS 

2.4.1 COMMERCIAL PROCESSING 

The thermomechanical process used in aluminium sheet production is divided into four 

sub-processes, namely, casting, solidification, heat treatment and rolling. The hot 

rolling stage of thermo mechanical processing is made up of the heat treatment and 

deformation processes. 

The starting stock for rolled sheet is a direct chill cast ingot. Before the hot rolling 

stage begins, the ingots are homogenised at 580°C for approximately three hours. After 

homogenisation, the temperature is reduced to 415°C and the slab is transferred to the 

hot rougher mill (HRM) where, over the duration of 23 forward and reverse passes, the 

gauge is reduced from approximately 610mm ingot gauge to 30mm final gauge 

thickness. The temperatures during the HRM stage range from 400°C to 360°C. Hulett 

Aluminium Rolled Products (Pty) Ltd. uses a 2-stand 4-high warm reversing mill, 

which has a rougher mill and a finishing mill. Therefore, between each pass in the 

HRM and HFM there is a delay (or inter-pass) time that may vary from 10 seconds to a 

few minutes. Once it gets to the hot finishing mill it undergoes three further passes to a 

final gauge of 5mm. The temperatures in this stage range from 350°C to 250°C. After 

the hot finishing mill, the aluminium sheet is coiled, ready for further processing. From 

this stage onwards, the aluminium is fed in coil form through a series of cold rolling 

mills, often with annealing processes between rolls, which successively reduce the 

material thickness33
, 34. 

INGOT FI"'leH'~ I,IILL 

Figure 2.4.1: Schematic diagram of the hot rolling process, showing the hot rougher 
mill, the finishing mill and coiler. 
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The final microstructure of the sheet metal is determined by the accumulation of the 

individual microstructural changes that take place during or between each of the 

individual stages. It is these changes that will determine the mechanical and surface 

properties of the final material. One of the aims of the homogenisation stage is to get 

the particles and intermetallics that have formed or precipitated at the grain boundaries 

during the original casting of the ingot, back into solution35
. During the hot rolling 

process, the material goes through dramatic changes, namely, work-hardening, 

recrystallization and recovery, which are determined by the actual applied loads, 

temperatures of the individual passes and lengths of the inter-pass times. It is here 

where there is an opportunity to control the crystallographic texture and grain size by 

controlling the work hardening caused by the deformation and the competing processes 

of recovery and recrystallization that occur as a result of the deformation, strain rate 

and the temperature. 

Rolling itself causes a preferred crystallographic orientation or texture. The original 

grains, grain boundaries, sub-grains and intermetallics that remain after homogenisation 

are deformed and elongated in the rolling direction; this is coupled with the preferred 

orientation texture, owing to grain rotation also caused by the rolling process. If the hot 

rolling occurs within the recrystallization range, such as the passes experienced during 

hot roughing, additional rolling textures may be produced, such as those mentioned in 

Chapter 2.1.4. 

2.4.2 MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES DURING ROLLING 

During the hot rough rolling process, the material is held at temperatures between 

430°C (the lay-on temperature for the hot rougher mill) and 350°C (the transfer 

temperature to the finishing mill). 

The microstructural changes that take place during the hot deformation stage are work 

hardening and dynamic restoration. The work hardening is due to the accumulation of 

dislocation density caused by deformation36
, and the softening is due to the restoration 

processes of recovery and recrystallisation, which are competing processes. Once a 
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dynamic balance between the hardening and the softening has occurred, steady state 

flow of the material is reached. 

Softening, or restoration, occurs during deformation at high temperatures. The driving 

force for this is the increase of stored energy. Dynamic recovery and dynamic 

recrystallisation are the restoration processes that occur as a result of this internal stored 

energy. These were discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.3. These softening processes 

gradually restore the original properties of the material as they proceed. 

2.4.3 MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES DURING INTER-PASS 

In the hot rolling process on a reverse mill, the time for the occurrence of dynamic 

microstructural changes is very short, in the order of fractions of seconds, whereas the 

time for static microstructural changes is considerable in comparison, in the order of 

20-30 seconds. It is due to this time delay that the microstructural changes that take 

place during multistage hot rolling on a reversing mill are a result of the static 

restoration processes taking place during the interpass time. During the time between 

successive rolls, the strain accumulation stops and static recovery and static 

recrystallisation take place. 

The interpass softening is an event that affects the rolling forces, but, more importantly, 

it affects the evolution of the microstructure37
. It is here where the grain structure can 

be refined by recrystallisation. If full recrystallisation takes place and produces an 

evenly distributed fine grained structure (eliminating the effects of clustering of 

recrystallised grams or coarse grains that could be associated with a partially 

recrystallised structure), the streaking effects that are seen in the production of 

lithographic sheet can be minimised or even negated. 
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2.5 UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTING 

2.5.1 THE TECHNIQUE 

Uniaxial compression tests are widely used for the measurement of flow stress. In a 

perfect test, the specimen will undergo uniform deformation during compression. This 

only holds true under certain testing criteria. The main criterion that affects this type of 

test is the barrelling effect that is caused by friction. By using this type of test, it is 

possible to reproduce the deformation experienced on the hot rolling mill, although the 

strain rates would have to be high. This can be bypassed by using the Zener-Hollomon 

parameter for temperature compensated strain rate. 

2.5.2 BARRELLING AND STRAIN DISTRIBUTION 

When a solid cylinder is compressed axially between two plates, the material of the test 

specimen that is in contact with the plates undergoes heterogeneous deformation, which 

generally results in barrelling38. 

IHSTANTAN@US "ARREl 

IPflTlAl ~YpHOER 

Figure 2.5.1: &hematic o/the barrelling effect on a solid cylinder in uniaxial 
compression with friction. 

A compressive force causes the metal to flow out equally in all directions so that, 

ideally, the final shape would be a cylinder of increased diameter and decreased height. 

However, because there is always friction between the dies and the metal, the cylinder 

flows to a lesser extent at these interfaces than it does at the centre. Therefore, the 

resulting shape is a cylinder that is barrelled from the centre39
. The region on the 

specimen that is situated at the interface below the loading face remains relatively 
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undeformed and is referred to as the dead zone. This zone is bordered on either side by 

the area where roll-over occurs. Roll-over refers to the region where material that was 

originally situated on the circumference of the undeformed specimen has rolled over 

and become part of the loaded contact face. This can be seen in Figure 2.5.2, where 

point A, prior to compression, was the edge of the top face of the cylinder, which, after 

compression, has become part of the compression face owing to the roll-over4o
. An 

undeformed sample, similar to that seen in the figure, would exhibit a mesh of equally

spaced lines in the vertical and horizontal directions. The strain pattern, represented by 

the deformed mesh shown in the figure, indicates the degree of strain experienced by 

each square of material. This clearly shows the dead zone, which experiences little 

deformation or strain, and the central portion, which experiences the highest strain . 

.. 
r---------~--------~--------_,------------~--------~--------~ci 

... 
<:> 

E 
u 
~ 
u 

'c; 
0 ... 

in 
ij 

;;; 
;( 

'" oCt 
0 

~~------~~------N~--------~O--------~~-----~L-----J~ c: '7 QI 0 (:I : 

Figure 2.5.2: Computer-code simulationjor 50% compression oj a steel sample in 
uniaxial compression. 

The amount of barrelling can be reduced by the use of an effective lubricant, which 

reduces the friction between the test specimen and the compression plates. This 

barrelling of the specimen affects the strain distribution within it. Sheen41 showed the 

strain distribution with a cylindrical test specimen after 50% deformation. This 

inhomogeneous deformation causes a difference between the nominal strain and the 

effective strain over the single test specimen. 
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"igun 2.5.3: A pliolOmolltuKe of a {'omprt"S8t"d a/lllmmum cylmdncal.\fJl.'cimell. 
,Iho ... illg thc inJiomoKellcil)' (!fthc d<:formllliUII par/c'", ill Ihe micros/ruc/lIn', ·the 

Ov<"r!ay .lhow.I' /he siram d'.I/rihulion pal/em/rom Sheen" . wher~ (a) IIIdkUl~8 Ih~ hiK" 
slrai" urea, (h) ",dicales Ihe mff-OI'Cf and (c) indicates Ihe 10 ... stram areas. 

2.6 ST RESS RELAXATION 

lnlerpass softening is an imponant pan of the hOi rolling proce~s and hm; a major dlcct 

on the micro~tructural evolution, It is impol1ant to he able 10 delelmine what is 

happening on a microSlruclmal level during this time The conventional method of 

investigating this would he to deform a specimen at temperarnre and to quench it 

immediately after unloading. From here, individual specimens would he annealed in a 

salt halh at the deformation temperature for a time representative of the inter-pass time. 

This is a tedious way of determining the softening kinetics 

2.6.1 THE TECHNIQUE 

Stress relaxation testing has similarities to creep teSling The main ditler.:nee hetween 

the two is that in stress relaxation testing on a constrained specimen the load value is 

d.:creasing with tim.:. rather than the load being held constant (which is seen in constant 

load creep testing), For stress relaxalion testing. the specim.:n is h.:ld at constant total 

strain or {~splacement and temperalllre The change in load is lhen meaSl1red ov.:r tim.: , 

Th.: critical factor is the time ~nd temperalllre dependent relationship hetween elaslic 

and plastic strain, where. allel' yielding, stress I'e lax~tion is the time dependent 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

conversion of elastic to plastic irrecoverable strain. The change or loss in stress can be 

related to elastic and plastic strain, by: 

l1a = Esp 

where E is the elastic modul us and s p is the amount of plastic strain. 

The stress relaxation technique used in combination with uniaxial compression for the 

determination of the restoration kinetics compression is a relatively recent 

development. Krujalainen42 and Almaguer et at3 used the technique for the 

investigation of the softening kinetics in hot deformed steels. They also used uniaxial 

compression for the deformation processes. 

The stress relaxation technique is a method that is used to measure the effects of the 

softening processes, recovery and recrystallisation, over time, in a single test. It has 

been used to investigate post dynamic softening and the effects of strain accumulation 

and temperature on the recrystallisation kinetics. The stress relaxation technique 

involves a post compression annealing sequence. After compression, a deformed 

specimen is held at constant displacement at the deformation temperature over time. 

The change in force is measured over this duration. Because of the nature of the two 

softening processes, the rate at which they relax IS different: The velocity of the 

softening associated with recovery is lower than the velocity associated with 

recrystallisation. In theory, one can differentiate between the two. This type of test is 

an extension of the well-practiced double-deformation test, where the flow and yield 

stresses are compared. It has been determined that one stress relaxation test can gather 

the test data of several double-deformation tests37
,42,44. 

Rao et al. and Gronostajski31
,45 studied the fractional softening using the double hit test 

and extended it to include the stress relaxation technique. In this method the 

compression sample underwent a first compression, then a stress relaxation period, and 

finally, a second compression. The static softening kinetics could be calculated from 

the fractional softening during stress relaxation, using the following equation: 
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LITERA TURE REVIEW 

where am is the flow stress just before unloading, a l is the yield point for the first 

compression and a 2 is the yield point on reloading for the second compression, 

according to the graph in Figure 2.6.1. 

Figure 2.6.1: Schematic stress vs. time graph for the stress relaxation method 

Typical stress relaxation curves show stress vs. log time. The shape of the curve is 

extremely sensitive to the stacking fault energy of a material. The lower the stacking 

fault energy, the more likely it is that the material will have recrystallised during the 

compression, and the sooner metadynamic recrystallisation will commence. This gives 

the SR curve a more distinctive shape. Karjalainen et aeS
,37,42,44, while modelling the 

softening kinetics of various steels, used the stress relaxation technique to determine the 

time for 50% recrystallisation. The kind of stress vs. log time curve they attained is 

shown in the Figure 2.6.2. 
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Figure 2.6.2: Typical stress relaxation curves for steel, clearly showing the three 
stages of each curve and the effect of temperature. 

The curve has three distinct stages: the first, where a linear portion is caused by the 

recovery of the work hardened material; the second, where a fast decrease in the stress 

level is caused by recrystallisation; and the third, a second linear portion, which is a 

region of creep. The slope of the linear portion is dependent on the stress level, which 

is illustrated by the fact that in this case the curve can be described by the following 

relationship: 

0'=0'0 -alogt 

where 0 is the true stress, 0 0 and (l are constants and t is the time after finishing the 

compression25
,37,42,43,44. The positions of these two straight line portions, which can be 

represented by the previous equation, are shown in Figure 2.6.3. 
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Figure 2.6.3: Stress relaxation curvejor Fe-%30Ni; 0,8 strain, showing the three 
stages oj the SR curve. 

Evans et al. have shown that for commercial purity aluminium. when using a double hit 

plane strain compression rig, the rate of restoration between deformations increases 

with increasing temperature and increasing strain rate. The effect of raising the strain 

rate is to reduce the time available for dynamic restoration during deformation and 

hence to produce a higher dislocation density within the metal (i.e., a higher stored 

energy per unit volume). Since both recovery and recrystallisation have as their driving 

force the stored energy of the system, it would be expected that the increased strain rate 

would lead to an increased restoration rate. Conversely, an increase in the testing 

temperature would lead to a lower stored energy. In all cases, the amount of restoration 

would increase approximately linearly with the logarithm of the time between 

deformations. 

Evans et al. have also concluded that the early stages of restoration between 

deformations are governed by the annealing out of dislocations contained within a sub

cell structure, while the later stages are controlled by recrystallisation. Recrystallisation 

occurs by sub-grain boundary migration, the driving force being the energy stored as 

sub-grain networks. 
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DESIGN & SET-UP OF TESTING FACILITY 

3 DESIGN AND SET-UP OF TESTING FACILITY 

3.1 TESTING FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 

In order to simulate hot rolling effectively on a laboratory scale, it is necessary to 

simulate the roll time, as well as the interpass time between successive rolls. For the 

current investigation, the testing facility had to have a dual capability. Firstly, the test 

would involve a compression sequence to simulate the roll and, secondly, an annealing, 

or stress relaxation, stage to simulate the interpass time. Both of these stages would 

have to be performed at temperatures similar to those experienced on the hot rougher 

mill. This would be achieved by using high amperage electrical resistance heating. 

The sample would have to undergo compression at high temperature and, following the 

compression sequence, be held at constant displacement at the required temperature. A 

flow chart of the typical testing procedure can be seen in Figure 3.1.1. 

1-------------------------------------------------------------------

Heat-up 

I 
I 
I 

Hold temperature 
for 30 seconds 

Compression Stress relaxation 

: ----- ---- -- -- -I Maintain temperature by on/off relay ~ -- -- -- -- - - -

Figure 3.1.1: Flow diagram of general testing procedure. 

To achieve this effectively, certain design and operating requirements would have to be 

fulfilled: 

• Rapid heating to required temperature 

• Hold temperature stable to within ± 5° of test temperature 

• Compress to pre-determined amount (at temperature) 

• Minimal heat losses resulting from specimen shape change and heat sinks 

• Minimal noise in the system 

• No arcing between specimen and anvil 

• Easy removal of specimen after testing for rapid quenching 

• Minimal down time of facility for maintenance 
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J.!. ! THE EX ISTING SET-IJP 

The startmg POint for this investigation was the consideration of an e~i~ti ng ,d-ur that 

had been utilised for previous hot compression test ing The set-up is shown in Ngurc 

J '- J and th~ main parts are indicated 

Figure],1.2: Photograph 0/ ongll/altest sel-up. 

I A : 5kN load cdl B , Servo-controlled cross-head 

C, Cylindrical specimen with inserted D, Steel anvils (square shaped) 
thermocoup!c 

E, Current carrying cables F , Connection of cables to anvil 
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DESIGN & SET-lIP OF TESTING FACILITY 

Previous tests with this apparatus had shown that the system as a whole was inefficient 

and unreliable, with extensive power and heat losses. Problems that had been 

experienced with the existing set-up were: 

• Arcing between the test specimen and the anvils, which caused spikes in the 

collected data 

• Anvils needing to be removed and surface ground regularly, owing to pitting 

caused by arcing 

• Significant temperature drop after compression sequence, owing to heat losses 

caused by plate geometIy, and to cross sectional area change of the specimen 

after compression 

• The specimen sticking to the compression plates, owing to the arcing, making 

removal for quenching extremely difficult 

• Inefficient current carrying capacity in the cables from the transformer through 

the circuit 

• Power losses owing to bad connection points throughout the system 

• No control over incoming voltage (Current could not be adjusted according to 

the temperature requirements for individual tests.) 

3.1.2 DESIGN MODIFICATION OBJECTIVES 

The overall design objective was to create a more efficient and sensitive system, where 

even the smallest change in force could be measured. The main areas that needed to be 

evaluated and modified were the interface between the specimen and the anvils, and the 

heating system. 

The design modification objectives for the heating system were: 

• To increase the efficiency of the system by limiting losses from bad connections, 

excess current use and current spikes 

• Finer control over the amount of current in the circuit 
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DESIGN & SET-UP OF TESTING FACILITY 

The design modification objectives for the anvils were: 

• To limit arcing between the anvils and the specimen 

• Increased efficiency, with respect to power and resistance, of the anvil set-up 

within the system 

• Easy removability of new anvils for re-surface grinding and maintenance 

• To limit heat losses owing to shape and size effects 

3.1.3 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 

The main constraints were due to the electrical resistance heating: 

• High amperage current in the system 

• The transformer ratings and specifications (A test needs to operate well within 

the transformer rating to stop over-heating and bum-out of the transformer.) 

• The connections of the current-carrying cables had to be the same as those of the 

existing set-up. 

3.2 DESIGN CHANGES TO THE HEATING SYSTEM 

The first change made to the system was to replace the original current-carrying cables. 

The cables had been causing losses in the system, owing to their insufficient cross 

sectional area for the amount of current experienced during testing, and to substandard 

connection points to the anvils. 

New copper cables were introduced with the current-carrying capacity of 1000 

Amperes per cable. There are now two cables leading from each terminal to a busbar, 

which are in tum connected to the anvil. They are 1. 6 metres in length, allowing the 

transformer to be moved as far as possible from the data acquisition unit. The 

connection points on either end are press-fitted into solid copper connections, which are 

in tum attached to the copper busbars, which have a rectangular cross section of 50 x 

10mm. The busbars are connected to the compression plates. The safety feature of the 

copper cables is a high temperature-resistant neoprene covering, which also acts as an 

electrical insulator. The drawings for the busbar connection pieces can be found in 

Appendix C. 
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DESIGN & SET-UP OF TESTING FACILITY 

The second change was the introduction of a variable voltage transformer, with a 

current rating of 15 Amperes, in series with the transformer. This is a type of slide 

regulator, which allows the incoming voltage to the transformer (mains voltage) to be 

varied within the range of 0-220 volts. By considering the equation: 

V =iR 

if the voltage, V, is stepped down, the current, i, in the system is reduced, while the 

resistance, R, remains constant for the system. This makes the temperature control 

much finer, as less current is needed to reach and maintain the lower test temperatures. 

Also, by lowering the voltage and current, the temperature fluctuation above and below 

the test temperature can be minimised. 

3.3 NEW COMPRESSION PLATE DESIGN IDEAS 

The original square-shaped anvils (shown in Figure 3.1.2) were made of steel. The 

problems associated with the original anvils were discussed in Chapter 3.1.1. The 

material selection and the geometry were considered to be the most important of these 

problems. The design modifications and ideas were based on these two aspects. 

Tungsten-copper (W-Cu) is a material that is used in the tooling industry. It is strong 

and very arc resistant. Its properties are shown in Table 3.3.1. This particular alloy 

name is Copelmet® (which can be found on www.goodfellow.com. which has branches 

world-wide). 

PROPERTIES 

Tensile strength (MPa) 600 

Hardness (Rockwell B) 92 

Density (g/cmj

) 14.4 

Thermal conductivity (W/m-K) 198 @ 23°C 

Table 3.3.1: Mechanical and thermal properties of 72% tungsten /28% copper. 
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Using a metal wnh these properties. or similar, at the mterfa\:e between the steel amils 

and the alummium spoci~n would solve or limn the problem of arcllIg at the faces 

This junction could be added in ffi'Q ways: firstly, as a bridgmg clement Illserted 

between the steel and the alwTIlTIlum, or, secondly. the steel could be elimmated 

completely and the entire compresslOn plates cO!lld be made from the tungsten-copper 

al loy. 

3.3.1 TUNGSTEN-COPPER AI,I.OV INSfi:RTS 

The desIgn idea!ll this case is that an !lIsert c{luld be placed in the steel base plate It 

"-Quid be easy to remove if it needed to be re-gr()llnd or have its dimenSlOns adjusted 

The insert Itself would be the new compression surface By sc.rewlllg the msert mto the 

base plate, good contact between the two matenals would be ensured This would 

result in a safe and direct path for the high amperage CUTTent. ThIs type of design idea 

""'Q uld also require vel)' little modification to til!' eXisting design The insert is shov>n 

in Fi,.;Ilre 3.3.1 

FigurI! 3.3.1' 'lungs/en-copper .<cre>t-In msen. 

This msert fns into the old strel anVils as shown m Fi1'ure 3.3.2. The flattened section 

of the protrudmg part of the insert is fm a spanner. for easy removal, I'M large size of 

the pmtruding sectlOn is to allow for material removal b\' surface grinding. if the 

surfa\:e gets PItied from arclllg o,er an extended time peri"d 
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rWsros .1 SJ<.T·FP Of' TESTL\'G t"AClLln 

FiJ:"re 1.1.2· Top lmd ,.ide vim of >crew-in W-Cu alloy mser/s in slee! f,ase plale wilh 
a ceramic wa5her 

3.3.2 FULL TUNGSTEN-COPPER ALLOY ANV1LS 

The lmtial de"gn idea for the full tungsten-(:opper alloy anvils Will> to !imit the number 

of unlike metal-to-rnetal mterfaces. The design was kept sImple and neat and a large 

flat area was left for the actual compre'SlOO surface The milial deSlgn idea" shown in 

FiKUre 3. J 3 Thi, IS phase one of the design pnxes- for the full tungsten-copper alloy 

anvi ls. The origmal 3·1) deslgn drawmgs can be fOillld in Appendix C. 

f"igllre 3.3.1 Phase one of IIlllgsren-copper alloy am·i/ desl~n. 
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DESIGN & SET-UP OF TESTING FACILITY 

The design was based on the simple modification of a 50 x 75 x 25mm block of 

W72/Cu28 alloy, with a slot machined for the copper busbar connection. The drawings 

can be seen in Appendix C. 

3.4 PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED WITH NEW DESIGNS 

A similar problem was experienced with both the insert and the full W -Cu alloy anvil 

designs. During testing, both design options struggled to reach the desired test 

temperature and the system was drawing too much current. By the increase in the 

current drawn it could be determined that the problem associated with these two 

designs was directly related to their resistance in the circuit. This was based on the 

simple equation: 

V=iR 

The voltage, V, in the system is a known constant, as is the resistance, R, of the anvils. 

If the resistance is low, then the current, i, will increase proportionally. Considering the 

equation: 

If the current increases, the power, P, that is drawn from the transformer is also 

increased. The power output of the transformer is a limiting factor based on its rating 

and properties. During testing, the system must operate within its limits to achieve the 

best results. 

Based on the previous two equations, it can be seen that the solution to the problems 

experienced with the two initial designs was to increase their resistance and thus lower 

the current in the system. 
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DESIGN & SET-UP OF TESTING FACILITY 

BUS BAR & ANVIL CONNECTIONS 

VARIAC TRANSFORMER 

L ________ ..J 

MAIN~S -+0C-:! 
INPUT 

COPPER CABLES 

SPECIMEN 

COPPER CABLES 1-----1 

¥Iv - ~ ~~::::JJ_::::~ S------V--\,~--I", ----;-1~VR3 I ANVIL 
2.5 Volts I ' 'I R L ___ -.J 
I 000 Amperes I 1 R, ' 

'----_______ ----" L ________ .J L _____ ..J 

BUS BAR & ANVIL CONNECTIONS 

Figure 3.4.1: Circuit diagram of testing apparatus. 

The circuit diagram in Figure 3.4.1 shows a schematic representation of the set-up 

where the full W -Cu anvils are in place. If the insert design was illustrated in the above 

circuit diagram, another resistor would be placed in series between R2 and R3 on each 

arm of the circuit to represent the metal-metal junction of the steel to W-Cu alloy. Each 

component is represented by a resistor. The main resistances to consider are numbered: 

RJ: Resistance of bus bar 

R2: Resistance of connection of bus bar to anvil 

R3: Resistance of anvil 

By increasing the total resistance of the system, the current value can be minimised. RJ 

and R2 are fixed values. Therefore, the final resistance depends on the resistance of the 

anvils, R3. This value can be altered by changing the geometry of the anvil and the 

cross sectional area through which the current must pass. This is based on the equation: 

I 
R=p

A 

where p is the resistivity of the material (which is the inverse of the conductivity, 

shown in Table 3.3.1), I is the length of conductor the current must travel through and A 

is the cross sectional area of the conductor. By adjusting the length and area values of 

the anvil designs, their resistance can be increased. 
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DESIGN & SET-UP OF TESTING FACILITY 

3.4.1 MODIFICATIONS TO W-Cu ALLOY INSERT DESIGN 

For the insert design, it was determined that by reducing the contact area between the 

steel and the W-Cu, the increase in resistance of that junction would be sufficient to 

increase the resistance of the anvil as a whole, and consequently, drop the current 

running through the system. The solution here was to reduce the number of thread 

turns on the inserts and to place a ceramic washer between the flange of the insert and 

the steel base plate. 

3.4.2 MODIFICATIONS TO FULL W-Cu ALLOY ANVIL DESIGN 

The full W-Cu alloy anvils needed to have extensive geometry changes. Based on trial

and-error testing and the equation for resistance based on resistivity and cross-sectional 

area, modifications to this design were done over a number of stages, where with each 

stage some of the bulk material was removed. There were 16 stages of design 

modifications for material removal. After 12 stages, the anvils had lost more than half 

of the bulk material. This is shown in Figure 3.4.2. Figure 3.4.2 (a) shows the new 

shape of the anvil - a protruding pier of metal running from the connection point for the 

busbars to a column, which acts as the compression area, and Figure 3.4.2 (b), which 

shows the extent of the material removal from the back of the centre of the column. 

This thin walled section of the column of material is now the only channel for the 

current to pass through, thus controlling the variable of cross sectional area and length 

from the resistivity equation. The wall thickness for three quarters of the height of the 

column was lmm. Based on the strength of the material and the maximum capacity of 

the load cell used in the testing facility, it was determined that further reduction of the 

wall thickness would place the anvil design close to its operating limit. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.4.2- Ful! W-Cu alloy compression plates after stage 12 of modification: (a) 
,1Io,,"s Ih.! lop vicw and side r/evarion. and (b) shows fhe eXira material removalfrom 

Ihe inside of the column on the b<1<C'k oflhe plate. 

The material removal at tlus stage was shll not suffi~lent (0 increase the resistance 

enough to stab,\ise the set-up_ The next four stages involved dnl1ing holes around the 

ClTcumference of the hollowed-out pan of the column, 

3.5 nNAL DESIGN OF COMPRESSION PlATES 

3.5.1 FINAL w-e" ALLOY INSERT DESIGN 

The final design of the insert had ooly one tum in the thread for contact between the 

tungsten-copper alloy and the steel Also, a cera/me washer 2mm thICk was used as a 

spacer between the flange of the Insert and the surface of the base plate. 

Although th,s set of arMis had the hIghest reslstance and operated more stably for the 

lugher temperature tests and 'With longer relaxmion times, the thread of both the insert 

and the sted hase plate wa~ a weakness and there wa, collSlderahle arcing between the 

two, Wltil su<;h time as the arcing damag~ wa~ so bad that no current 1Mluld flow As 

the arcing got "'>;lrse, 1t caused spikes in the data collection. This m<:alll that it had a 

definite fimte lifespan of 12- 1 'i full-length tests. Hy usmg a filII W-Cu alloy anvil, the 

JUllCtion between the t ... 'O metals, the weakest point in thiS design, would be elmtinmed. 

Therefore, the full \V-eu alloy deSIgn \'4~ ultlmat~ly the preferred deSign. 
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DESIGN & SET-UP OF TESTING FACILITY 

3.5.2 FINAL FULL W-Cu ALLOY ANVIL DESIGN 

The design, after stage 16, had eight holes, of 3mm diameter each, drilled around the 

circumference of the column for additional material removal. After this stage, the 

resistance was high enough for a test to run at high temperatures for the full 15 minutes 

without straining the transformer. This meant that the cross sectional area through 

which the current had to travel was adequately small. The problem experienced with 

this design was that the strength associated with the cross sectional area was designed 

for the maximum capacity of the load cell, 5kN. During the machine compliance tests 

at room temperature, this load value was exceeded and the walls of the column began to 

buckle. Although this design finally exhibited the balance between cross sectional area 

and resistance, the design limit was the load capacity (and a safety factor) and the final 

scope of the testing exceeded that limit, leading to the failure of the design. 

The final design was a combination of the full tungsten copper anvil idea and the insert 

idea. Because the fit of the insert created enough resistance to allow for good operating 

conditions within the stable range of the transformer, it was decided to section the full 

anvils below the holes in the circumference and insert a press fitted insert (based on the 

W-Cu alloy insert design). The interference fit between the new press-fitted insert and 

the full W -Cu anvil was enough to raise the resistance without having to remove any of 

the bulk material from the cross section. The final design can be seen in Figure 3.5.1. 
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fIgure .1,5./' Photograph oflesl sel-up, ,,-lih aluminium .Wlmpl,' hn-,.,wn.fiJl! W-f'u 
allay am-ils with press-jilled /lisen, 

; A: Top w-eu alloy anvil (with press fined InS~rt) 

B: Cylindncal alrnTIlflllllTI specimen ------~ 
C: Copper hushar conn«ted to bottom comprcsSlOll plate 

I): , Bottom w-en <II",l (with p'.:ss filled Insert) ----

These anvils continue to operate wdl and can be us~d a5 the sole deSign opllon_ 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

4.1 MATERIAL 

4.1.1 MATERIAL SELECTION 

The material under examination is commercial purity AA1200. This alloy is used by 

Hulett Aluminium for the production of lithographic sheet. The chemical composition 

is shown in Table 4.1.1 below. AA1200 contains approximately 99.0 wflo aluminium. 

This high aluminium content indicates that it has a high stacking fault energy and, 

therefore, it has a preference for recovery rather than recrystallisation as a softening 

mechanism. The experimental procedure will help to determine whether the stress 

relaxation technique can be used to evaluate the restoration kinetics of aluminium and, 

further than that, whether full recrystallisation can be achieved by a combination of 

testing variables that simulate the hot rolling process. Failing this, the experimental 

procedure will help to determine the testing variables for a situation where no 

recrystallisation, but only recovery, takes place. As mentioned in the literature review 

for the production of lithographic sheet using commercial purity aluminium alloys, a 

partially recrystallised microstructure causes streaking and a poor surface quality. 

Si% Fe% Mn% Zn% other balance 
elements% Al% 

I AA1200 0.20 0.59 0.04 0.08 0.31 <98.8 

Table 4.1.1: Table showing the chemical composition of AA1200, by atomic 
spectroscopy. 

Commercial purity aluminium softens mainly by recovery. The type of testing that will 

be discussed further in this chapter is used to measure the recovery and recrystallisation 

kinetics. Because it is expected that AA1200 will show sluggish recrystallisation, it is 

necessary to use other alloys as a guide to what can be expected in a situation where 

recrystallisation is more dominant. For this investigation, tests are going to be run in 

parallel on various aluminium alloys with different amounts of magnesium present. 

They have been chosen because the presence of magnesium increases the drive for 

recrystallisation. The intent here is that the results from these alloys can be used as a 
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guide for the interpretation of the results from lh1: commercial purity alloy_ An AI

I%Mg alkJy and AA5182 (a 5wt% Mg alloy) will be used 

4. 1.2 MATE RLAl PROCESS HISTORY 

The material was supplied by Hulett Aluminium (Pty) Limiled. South Africa The alloy 

was supplied in the form of a strip of transfer bar sectioned from plate that had just 

betn through the hot roughing mill in the hot rolling process Before the plate went to 

the hot rougher mill it was homogenised at 58ifC. soaked for 2hour>, cooled to 41.'i°C 

and then transferred to the hot roBing mill Tht transfer bar went to the hot roughtr 

mill O-JR.\I). where it underwent 23 passts on the standard rtversjng milL with an 

initial entrance gauge of the ingot of610mm and the final exit gauge of30mm The 

micrograph in Flg1lre 4.1.1 shows the deformed micro~tTUcturt oftht tran&fur bar after 

23 rolls on the hot roughtr mill 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1.1: Afu:rosrrucmre of as-receiwd tram/a bar ofAA 1200; (aJ x20 
magmficatlOl/ alld (b) x50 magnificatioll. 

In normal rolling practice. the plate would then go to the hot finishing mill (HFM) for a 

further 3 passes. at slightly lowtr temperaturts. to a final gauge of 5mm Lastly, from 

here it would be cold rolled to the final gauge required fur the lithographic sheet 

Between each pas> on the HRM the plate experiences an interpass time This is the 

time which elapses once the tail of the platt has exited the roll gap and the head (which 

was the tail in the previous roll) has entered the newly decrtascd roll gap after the 
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reverse in roll direction. For the sake of simplicity for this particular investigation we 

will be investigating the interpass time relative to the centre of the length of the plate. 

4.2 ANALYSISOFMILLLOGDATA 

A standard mill log was provided by Hulett Aluminium. The log from which the 

variables were determined was for AAI050, but the same process parameters are used 

for AA1200. The log contains both the typical pass data and a historical summary of 

the AA1050 strip production from April 2004 to March 2005. (The mill log can be 

found in Appendix A). 

4.2.1 TESTING VARIABLES AND TESTING MATRICES 

The typical pass data from the mill log gives information for both the hot roughing mill 

and the hot finishing mill: specifically, gauge, temperature, force and time information. 

Hulett has identified the last five passes in the hot roughing mill as the most crucial for 

the manipulation of the microstructure, if the best properties for the final sheet are to be 

obtained. After these last passes, the aim is to have obtained a fully recrystallised 

microstructure with a relatively fine grain size. 

The main testing variables for this investigation were the gauge reduction per pass, the 

temperature of those passes and the interpass time between successive rolls. The first 

testing matrix was developed to look at the correlation between temperature and strain. 

Temperature (OC) 300 350 400 

% Reduction 10 I 25 J 50 10 I 25 I 50 10 I 25 I 50 

Table 4.2.1: Main testing variables for initial testing. 

From these criteria the testing matrix was developed. This matrix was comprised of 

nine tests. Each test was run for 900 seconds, which was longer than any ordinary 

interpass time, but would include any microstructural changes taking place during full 

softening. 
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% RED 400°C 350°C 300°C 
Compression Distance (mm) 

9mm specimen 6mm specimen 

10 400-10 350-10 300-10 0.9 0.6 

25 400-25 350-25 300-25 2.25 1.5 

50 400-50 350-50 300-50 4.5 3 

Table 4.2.2: Testing matrix one. 

This matrix was completed for AA1200, and parts of it were completed for Al-1%Mg 

and for AA5182. These different alloys were used to identify the effects of alloying 

and the greater effect of a lower stacking fault energy, as seen in materials with 

magnesi urn as an alloying element. 

The second testing matrix used smaller temperature increments. This testing matrix 

was divided into two parts. The first part explored the temperature effects on stress 

relaxation in more detail. Tests were done to a strain of 50% gauge reduction, at 

temperatures of 320°C, 340°C, 360°C and 380°C to fill in the gaps regarding a wider 

range of temperature of the first matrix. This was done in an attempt to identify the 

effects of temperature on the onset of recrystallisation. These tests were also run for 

900 seconds, as in matrix one. 

% RED 380°C 360°C 340°C 320°C 

50 380-50 360-50 340-50 320-50 

Table 4.2.3: Testing matrix two. 

The second part of matrix two was to develop a microstructural map of the progression 

of the microstructural changes occurring within the duration of the interpass time. This 

was done by running a series of tests at each temperature for a different length of 

interpass time. After each test, the sample was quenched for microstructural 

observation. 

Both part one and two of this matrix were completed using AA1200 and AA5182, 

because the expected shape of the Stress Relaxation (SR) curve for an alloy with a 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

lower stacking fault energy was much more pronounced and would add insight to the 

SR curve for the commercial purity alloy. 

4.3 UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTING WITH STRESS 

RELAXATION 

4.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

To simulate the hot rolling process, it was necessary to simulate the aspects of multi

pass hot rolling in their entirety. Therefore, it was important to include both the 

compressive sequence and the delay of interpass times, thus including both the dynamic 

and the static aspects of hot rolling. 

The aim of this technique was to be able to simulate the industrial process of hot rolling 

on a small laboratory scale. Typically, this is carried out using plane strain 

compression (PSC), uniaxial compression, or torsion testing to simulate the 

compression/deformation period, with a separate annealing treatment in a salt bath. For 

the present study, the in-situ stress relaxation technique was used. Using this new 

technique of uniaxial compression, followed immediately by a stress relaxation period, 

it would be possible to simulate both the compression/deformation sequence and the 

interpass time in one test. Therefore, on the completion of a single test, the information 

would be enough to produce a relaxation curve, and hence provide accurate post 

deformation restoration data. By employing the uniaxial compression technique it was 

possible to mimic the deformation conditions experienced in the mill, rather than the 

deformation mode. 

4.3.2 SPECIMEN PREPARATION 

As seen in Figure 4.1.1, showing the as-received microstructure of the AAI050 transfer 

bar, there is an elongated and deformed grain structure. Prior to testing, the sample 

material is heat treated at 450°C for 30 minutes, to ensure that the starting structure for 

each of the compression and relaxation tests is consistent and is fully recrystallised. 

Figure 4.3.1 shows the fully recrystallised microstructure of AA 1050 after heat 
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treatment , The average gram size has been detemlmed ~ing the lineal' intercept 

method. TIle average gram size m the horizontal direclIOIl is apprOXImately 63~m and 

in the vertical direction is approXlnlaiely ~31lm (directions relative to micrograph In 

Fj~llrc .J.] .l) 

Figure 4.1. J- Fully recry.,tl1lbsed starting _' tnlcture of AA 1 )()(J after wmel1ling a/ 

45(PCjor 31) 11l""l1f_' (x5lJj 

TillS heal treatment pnor to testmg is done so that the microstructure has no 

accumulated strain within ii, which \o\,ll affect the degree of recrys\alhsa\lon dunng 

lesting. It 15 also unportlll1t 10 have a consistent nllCI'OSlrllCMe for each test 

The AA 1200 test specJnlens are cylindrical, with 8mm diameter and 9mm llelght They 

are machmed min a rod of IOmm <.liameter from the centre of the thickness of the 

transfer bar (between the hot rougher mill and (he finishing mill) They are then heat 

treated, as rTII'ntiooed above After heat treatment, the rod IS machmed down to the 

required diameter and ~ectioned into the correct heIght A O,7mm hole is drilled to a 

depth of 2mm Jnto the sample at mid-height for the insertion of the thermocouple 

during tes{Jng, The surfaces that are III contact wlIh the compresSJOIl plates during 

lesting are ground doWlllO a 1200 SiC grit finish to minimise the fricllon between the 

end-, of the cyJmdricaJ specimen and the compression surface, and also the amount of 

barrellmg, during testing 
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The AI-I %Mg and the AASI82 specimens are also cylindrical and go through the same 

process, but have different dimensions. Their diameter is Smm and their height is 

6mm. This is done because of their higher strength, which limits their size, based on 

the capacity of the load cell, for this particular testing facility. 

4.3.3 TESTING APPARATUS 

The testing apparatus has two distinct functions. The primary function is the uniaxial 

compression and the secondary function is the electrical resistance heating. Both of 

these functions are monitored and controlled via a central computer, specifically 

programmed for the application of uniaxial compression with stress relaxation at 

moderate to high temperatures. 

The flow diagram in Figure 4. 3. 2 shows how the individual aspects complete the 

testing apparatus. The diagram also indicates which of these aspects are dependent on 

certain others. 
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INSTRON 
CONTROL UNIT 

COMPRESSION 
PLATES 

I I 

Data acquisition 

TRANSFORMER 
& VARIAC 

--------1 COMPRESSION 1--------: ~ ---------1 HEATING ~ - -- -- - ----

Figure 4.3.2: Flow diagram of testing apparatus. 
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INSTHUN 
Un1a~i.l 

C""l'fC, ,,oo.ll~ 

Figure .j,J .. l [)elw/cd ,'chemulic of les/ SCI-Up. 

111<' TNSTRON Model 1122 Universal Testing Instrwnent IS llsed with a SkN capacity 

load celL The cross head movement lS screw driven and lS controlled by a separate 

control llIll! The lest specltnen IS positIOned centrally between !hI! anvils (dlSClJSsed In 

dctaJlln Chapter 3 3,3), wIllch are anached (0 the cross head. A K-typ<: thermocoupk 

is lflserted mto the Test spocimen The schematic of the test set-up is shov.n in Fj~lIre 

-13.3, lbc healing funcllon is oolllin~lCd by a 2,SkVA transformer For Ener COnTrol 

(wer the Incoming voltage, a 30A variabl e voltage transfOrrn<:r has b«n put In seri r:s 

with the tnrnsf()rmer t() allow control of the \',>Itage m a range betweat zen> and 220V, 

"""eh is the mams voltage, The transfOfTl"l<:r is linked to the anvils v'a thick copp<:r 

cables and solid copper busbars to increase the efficiency of the eondllChon of the 

current The temperature is controlled by a simple relay s",itch that is conllllCted to 

both the transformer and the computer, The thermocouple, whIch is Inserred into the 

specimen, is also connected to the computer, ,,,here the temperature informatlOll 

oontrols the on and orf s",itcrung <>f the relay s",itch and, hence, the transformer 
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4.3.4 TESTING PROCEDURE 

The testing facility has the capacity for two testing procedures. Firstly, a standard 

single hit compression and relaxation test and, secondly, a double hit compression and 

relaxation test. The single hit tests were used for testing matrix one and two, where a 

series of tests over a wide range of temperatures and strains were done to determine 

which particular strains and temperatures had the more prominent influence on the 

recrystallisation of the commercial purity alloys. The test set-up also has the capacity 

to perform a double-hit type test or fractional softening tests, which utilise a second 

compression after the relaxation period for the comparison of the initial yield value and 

the yield value at the second compression. The double hit test procedure was used to 

determine the fractional softening, as demonstrated by Gronostajski 31, 45. For the 

current investigation, only the single hit test was used. 

The flow chart in Figure 4.3.4 demonstrates the progression of the two different tests 

and how the double hit test links to the standard single hit test. This is shown by the 

dotted line in the figure. The user defined parameters that are entered are shown in 

Appendix B. 

SRCURVES 

MICROSCOPY 

HOLD TEMP 
(30s) 

UN-LOAD & 
SAVE OATA 

STANDARD SINGLE HIT 

RFI.AXAT10N 1 

Figure 4.3.4: Flow diagram of testing procedure. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

On starting the test, the transformer is switched on and the specimen is heated to the 

designated test temperature. This temperature is held for 30 seconds by means of the 

relay being switched off as the thermocouple reads the designated temperature, and 

once the temperature drops to one degree below that required temperature, the relay is 

switched on again. This is how the temperature is controlled throughout the test. 

After compression, the anvils that are controlled by the cross-head are held at constant 

displacement for the stress relaxation period. The computer collects force data at a 

specific rate and, knowing the specimen dimensions, these data are then converted into 

stress and strain values. The temperature via the thermocouple is also recorded during 

the test. These values are used to create Stress Relaxation (SR) curves (stress vs. log 

time), which can be used to identify the occurrence of the particular restoration 

processes that are taking place during relaxation or interpass times. 

To validate these stress relaxation curves, the compressed and relaxed specimens are 

then sectioned and prepared for microstructural analysis by Polarised Light Optical 

Microscopy (PLOM) and Electron Back Scatter Diffraction (EBSD). 

4.3.4.1 HEATING 

The heating of the samples to test temperature prior to the compression sequence 

should be as rapid as possible. 

For this investigation the compreSSIOn speCImens were heated usmg electrical 

resistance heating. With this technique, the specimen can be heated from room 

temperature to 400°C in approximately 20 seconds. High amperage current is passed 

through the specimen, which acts as a resistor within the circuit. The speed with which 

the specimen heats, is directly related to the resistance of the components and the rate 

of the energy or power dissipation. Once the temperature has reached the required test 

temperature, it is held constant using a simple relay switch, which is controlled via the 

computer by the thermocouple inserted into the test specimen. The transformer is 

switched off once it reaches the test temperature and the computer automatically 

switches it back on when it drops to 1°C below the test temperature. 
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The uniaxial compression set-up can be mapped as a circuit with various resistors in 

series and in parallel, current-carrying conductors and a source. The source for this 

circuit is the voltage taken from the mains and managed by a variable voltage 

transformer, which then runs through the transformer (specifications: 2.5 kVA and 1 

000 Amperes). The approximate circuit diagram is shown and explained in detail in 

Figure 3. 4.1 in Chapter 3.4. The resistance across the compression plates, including 

the specimen, is the determining factor for the stability of each test. 

4.3.4.2 COMPRESSION 

The compression sequence is carried out at the particular strain and strain rate that is 

entered into the compression programme before the start of the test. The temperature 

and strain values are chosen in relation to the mill log in Appendix A and the strain rate 

was 1 s-\ owing to the maximum load capacity. The various testing matrices are shown 

in Section 4.2.1. 

The specimen is placed between the compression plates and is preloaded to 30N (digital 

milivolt readout for control unit has ratio of approximately 100m V = ION) to ensure 

good starting contact. No lubricant is used as it would alter the current flow in the 

system, which is crucial owing to the heating method used. Once the test has 

commenced, the specimen is held at the constant displacement of the pre-load and is 

heated to the assigned temperature and held at the temperature for 30 seconds. During 

the compression stage, the cross head moves down by the designated displacement. 

The main strain rate for this investigation was approximately 1s-\ although creep tests 

at high temperature and at room temperature were performed at a variety of slower 

strain rates. 

4.3.4.3 STRESS RELAXATION 

Stress relaxation is an in-situ post deformation annealing stage. The aim is to be able to 

monitor the restoration processes taking place during a simulated interpass time. The 

main testing variables for this stage are temperature and time. These should also reflect 
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the conditions experienced during the hot rolling process. The time generally ranges 

from zero (with an immediate quench after compression) to 900 seconds, although 

shorter stress relaxation times have been used as well, to create a timeline or 

progression of the microstructural changes occurring during this time under specific 

conditions. 

Once the compression stage is complete, the cross head is held at constant displacement 

for the length of time stipulated in the initial set-up and the change in force registered 

on the load cell is measured and recorded by the computer at a rate of five data points 

per second. These force data are translated into stress data, according to the 

instantaneous specimen cross-section. 

F 
0"=-

A 

where instantaneous cross sectional area is calculated by 

where Ao is the initial area, III is the instantaneous displacement and 10 is the initial 

gauge length. 

4.3.5 CAPTURE AND CONVERSION OF STRESS RELAXATION 

DATA 

During a test, the compressIOn programme captures the load, strain, stress and 

temperature data. These data points are used to create stress vs. strain curves for the 

compression stage. They show the yield points and indicate whether steady state has 

been reached during straining. The data from the stress relaxation period are used to 

develop stress VS. time graphs and also stress relaxation (SR) curves, which are stress 

vs. log time plots. The stress relaxation curves assist in identifying transitions in the 

softening behaviour during the static annealing event. It is intended that the transition 

can be related to periods of recovery and/or recrystallisation. 
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4.4 MICROSCOPY 

4.4.1 SPECIMEN PREPARATION 

The specimens are sectioned through the centre, parallel to the compression axis. Each 

sample is then set in transparent acrylic hot mounting resin, using a Struers LaboPress-

3 Hot Mounting machine. The specimens are then ground and polished, using a Struers 

RotoPol-22 Automatic polisher, fitted with a Struers RotoForce-4, with the samples 

inserted in the single sample holder. The grinding is done using 500 and then 1200 SiC 

grit paper and the polishing is done based on Method A of the Struers Metalog Guide. 

First, polishing pads with a diamond suspension lubricant (6~m followed by 3~) are 

used and, finally, a colloidal silica suspension is utilised, until the specimen has a 

mirror finish. The general grinding and polishing method is shown in the Table 4.4.1. 

Grit/cloth Rpm Force Time Repeats? 

500 SiC grit 150 30 1:30 No 

1200 SiC grit 150 30 1:30 Yes, using an old 1200 grit paper for 1 min 

DUR- 61lm 150 30 4:00 Check surface, if still scratched, yes. 

MOL - 311m 150 25 3:00 Check surface, if still scratched, yes. 

OP-S 150 5 1:00 Yes, until perfect mirror finish. 

Table 4.4.1: Polishing recipe based on Strners Metalog MethodA. 

Samples that are prepared for viewing using polarised light optical microscopy are 

anodised, using Barker's solution. It is a 2% solution of 4ml HBF4 (tetra fluoro-boric 

acid) and 200ml of distilled water. It is an electrolytic reaction, where the sample is 

immersed in the solution at room temperature, using direct current at a voltage of 30V 

for approximately 90 seconds. This is performed with an aluminium cathode. Stirring 

is not strictly necessary, but it does help for the reaction to occur evenly across the 

surface of the specimen. 

Samples that are being prepared for Electron Back Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) are 

electropolished. This is done in a solution of 45 ml ofHN03 (nitric acid) and 105ml of 

methanol. It is also an electrolytic reaction. The sample is immersed in the solution at 
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-30°C, using direct current at a voltage of l3Y for approximately 30 seconds. Again, 

an aluminium cathode is used and the solution must be stirred. 

4.4.2 DETERMINATION OF EXAMINATION AREA (STRAIN 

DISTRIBUTION) 

The distribution of strain between the anvils results from the material flow during 

compression. The strain distribution during the compression of the cylindrical test 

specimens is inhomogeneous. The material within the specimen will experience varying 

amounts of strain according to where in the specimen it is situated. 

Because of the phenomenon of barrelling and the specific arrangement of the slip line 

fields that occur during uniaxial compression, the strain distribution throughout the 

specimen is inhomogeneous. Based on the flow pattern and strain distribution 

determined by Sheen41
, and discussed in Chapter 2.5, the area where microstructural 

analysis should be done was determined. The central area of the specimen has the 

highest degree of homogeneity of deformation mode. It is here where the strain 

distribution lines converge and run virtually parallel to one another in a deformed 

sample and give rise to a reasonable volume of uniform deformation. Therefore, for 

this investigation, all micrographs and hardness values will be gathered from within this 

central region. 

4.4.3 POLARISED LIGHT OPTICAL MICROSCOPY 

The microscope used was a Reichart MeF3 A, fitted with a Leica DCF 320 camera that 

was attached to a computer loaded with the Leica DCF data acquisition programme. A 

polariser lens was used to view the specimen in polarised light. 

The specimens were prepared using electrolytic anodising (the method is discussed in 

Chapter 4.4.1). The process of anodising deposits a film of Alz03 on the surface of the 

sample. The thickness of the film varies over each grain. The layer thickness is 

dependent on the crystallographic orientation of each grain, relative to its neighbouring 

grain. When the sample is viewed through plane polarised light, the contrast effects are 
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converted to striking colour contrasts. Each colour represents an area of different 

crystallographic orientation26. 

This technique is mainly used for specimens in the later stages of recrystallisation, 

because in this stage the contrast between neighbouring grains is better, owing to the 

quantity of high angle grain boundaries and the size of the new grains. In samples that 

show recovery of the deformed structure, where subgrains are more dominant than new 

recrystallised grains, the contrast between grains is not as clear. The lack of colour 

contrast makes polarised light optical microscopy not precise enough to distinguish a 

new grain from a subgrain and cannot be used for quantitative analysis of the 

substructure5
. This is seen especially in materials of low alloying content and higher 

stacking fault energies, such as a commercial purity alloys, like AA1200. For these 

alloys, the more effective means of microstructural analysis is Electron Back Scatter 

Diffraction (EBSD). 

4.5 ELECTRON BACK SCATTER DIFFRACTION 

It is important to be able to characterise and measure both subgrain and grain structures 

in the test specimens. Polarised Light Optical Microscopy (PLOM) does not show the 

extent of the subgrain structures, which is important for the determination of the extent 

of recovery prior to the onset of recrystallisation. EBSD, on the other hand, develops 

an orientation map46. The map is created by selecting degrees of misorientation to 

represent subgrain boundaries and degrees of misorientation to represent grain 

boundaries. Boundaries with misorientations between 2° and 15° are defined as low 

angle grain boundaries and those with misorientations >15° as high angle grain 

boundaries. 

In the EBSD maps, the orientation points are indicated according to the Euler angles, 

where they are coloured according to their orientation, with the red, green and blue 

levels proportional to the Euler angle position on the Cartesian axis. Subgrains are 

areas enclosed by low angle grain boundaries and recrystallised grains are areas that are 

enclosed completely by high angle grain boundaries and contain very few, or no, low 

angle grain boundaries. 
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The EBSD system is made up of the followltlg components'" 

• Cambridge Stereoscope 200 Scannmg EleL1ron /I.o1icroscope 

• EBSD detector (phosphor screen), using an HKL low light camera, control tillit 

and Image processmg system for pattern averaging and background subtraction, 

see Figure 4 5 ,'" 

• A computer loaded ,,"th the CHANNEL 5 sUlte ofprograrnrnes 

• SEM automatJO!1 set-lip to control the beam and stage scan operations for 

mappmg 

• CHANNEL 5 "Flamenco" software for acqUlsition, for solving patterns and for 

storing acquired data 

• CHAI\"NEL 5 "map stitcher" and "Tango" sofuvare for jommg maps and for 

processing and analysing the mappmg 

f'J1~';';,) [7 
I , ~"t,"n 

h.,,"" 

1); ['-"",,,,,,, r>'!L."" 

'" ''''"'~ "",," 

c[2D '~~~i 

Iln ""Ir>i< 
"'" 1""''''''''<>< 

== 

Figllre 4.5.1: Sdu.'mulic oj a rYPlcal HBSD SCI-UP 

As shown In Figure 4.5 J, the speClmcnls mOlilltod at a tilted angle of 7{)" from the 

honzontaL The dlf'ti-achon pattern that IS captllfed by the phosphor screen is called a 

KIkuchi band pattern. The pattern 1S made up of lmes ThaT llltersect one another. A 

typIcal diffraction pattern sho'W;ng the Kikuchi bands IS shown In Figure .1.5.2. The 

lines are made up of a light strip that IS bmmded by tv.c edges, The edge, are attributed 

to electrons that have been diffracted from a specIfic plane of atoms Wlthm the 

speCImen To get a good EBSD map, each romt needs to be Indexed, The accuracy of 

the mdexmg 1S dependent on the quality of the pattern and the quality of the pattern 

lunges on the quality of the electro-polished surface of the actual specimen. Dependmg 
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on the specimen surface quality, the quality Oflhe diffraction pattern will determme the 

accuracy of the mdexmg. WIHch \5 achieved hy aSSIgning inruces \0 the Kikuchi bands 

and relating them to specIfIc crystallographic onelHariOll "vi th the crystal 

Figuu 4.5.2. F.RSTJ d!tfractwII pattem. sh""mx Kikuchi band, and mJexing poims. 

4.5.1 CHANNELS FLAl'tfEIVCO ACQUISITlON AND MAPPING 

Owing to the Inhomogeneity of the stram distnbulJon within the specimen. it is 

llT~onanr to posirlOll the EBSD map in the central area of the sectiOlled specllnen 

Durmg the seH!p oftbe flamenco acqUlSltlOn programme, a beam scan IS chosen . This 

puts a limit on the sIZe oftbe map that can be created. An array of maps can be created 

m successiOll, ensurmg that the maps can be shtched together after each has been 

acqUlred indIvidually For thlS invesllgarioo the map sizes were 200 x 200!lffi, and two 

were positioned as shown m Figure 4.53 (1"hls was based OIl the stram distribution 

discussed in Chapter 2 5) The step sIZe of the beam w35 set at l!lffi to ensure a g'KId 

quality and blgh resolution map. ThlS",,'aS done hecause the gram and subgram S17.e are 

fairly small. The sanllie rate of the programme is approximately 0.8 seconds per 

sample pom!. ThIS means that eacb 200 x 200j.lm map takes 8 hours and 52 minutes. 

The time for a map can change, dependmg 011 the qualIty of the speCImen surface and 

the electron beam and filament stability 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

(~ 
Figure 4.5.3: Schematic of sectioned specimen, indicating where successive maps are 

situated on the sample face. 

Each diffraction pattern is indexed and the orientation map that is developed can be 

viewed in various ways and the properties of the viewed map can be changed as 

required. 

4.5.1.1 EULER COLOURS 

The Euler colour system is based on the crystallographic orientation of each data point 

collected during mapping. Crystallographic orientation can be described in terms of the 

three Euler angles: cD, <PI and <P2, and these angles can represent a point in 3-D space, or 

Euler space. The colour of a point in Euler space is determined by the values of the set 

of these three angles. In general, the angular range is simplified to O°:ScD:S90°, 

OO~1:S90° and O°:s<pz:S90°. This can be done because of the cubic crystal symmetry of 

aluminium alloysl. Based on these ranges, each single orientation can be represented 

up to three times in Euler space, and hence, one particular orientation may have more 

than one set of Euler angles. One aspect that is very misleading is that colours that are 

seemingly different on a Euler colour map, which we would assume meant that they 

represent different orientations and different grains, may well be only slightly different 

in orientation and form part of the same grain or subgrain. Figure 4. 5. 4 shows a typical 

Euler map from EBSD and the typical structural orientation of the colours in the map. 

It can be noted that structures with very similar orientations have very different colour 

representation (which can be seen in number 16 and 21 of Figure 4.5.4(b); their 

orientations are very similar, yet their colour representations are very different.). 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEnf-RE 

• 
"6,) lC' . II 

,:. eiJ. * 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. 5.4: Schemallc EBSD map .,huwini' Ihe re/aliot! between Ellier colollr ill (aj 
and Ihe tYPIcal cry.waJlugrapluc onell/miol! oleach colollr It1 (b) , (afler Ref48) 

This type of map can be used as a guide, but 1t is important to look at the grain and 

subgrain boundary values. which are defined by the misonentatJon from one point In 

the map to the next. 

4.5.1.2 UIGU AND LOW AI'iGL£ GRAIN BOUNDARIES 

A gram boundary IS the boundary between two crystallites of different oflentations 

The degree of misonentatlOn between them '\Ilil detemlme whether illS a h1gh or low 

angle gram boundary. The Tango programme lets the user define the misorientatJon 

angles for the d1fferent botmdanes Generally, a low angle grain boundary has a 

misonentation >2° and the lugh angle oolJldafies have a lJllSOfientatlOn of> 15°, There 

is also the option of show1ng the two WIth cLfferent lme weights and colours These 

data, combined with the Euler colour, produce an easy-to-read orientatioo map 
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EIlPERlJfENr,u. I'IWCHDI 'I/£ 

It is also u-<eful to generate misonemalionprofilesthroughsecuonsofthemap.Th<lSe 

show the amount of mNmenta\lOn through varIOus gram~, They also show the 

frequen~'Y of the hIgh and low angle grain boundari~~ 

" 

• 

(b) 

(a) 

Hg"re .J .. tJ (a) FRS!) mal' shawmg Euler c%ur.\' and HAGR and LAGlJ's lI'ith Ime 
A-B, (b) Ihe mison'enlalion profile of line A-B, 

4.6 l\UCROHARDNESS TESTING 

Hardne5s te~tlng prOVId<:~ a measure of the extent of the recry~taJhsa\lon process. 

Microhardness testing is an inden tation method for measunng th~ hardn~ss of a 

material On a m,croscop'c level 

The hardness can be related 10 the 50fk ning beha';our ofa marena!. tn a matenaJ In 

wluch recovery takes place prior to recrystaJ[,satioo, the 50'% total softemng and the 

50"10 recrystallisation w1l1 be different It is important to dIstingUIsh betv..'een the ""'0 
The sh~ of the curve of hardness V,I' temperarure Wlilmdicate ",here recry,tallisatioo 

takes over from reco\'ery'". 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A Matsuzawa rnxt-cx7 digital microhardness tester was used to determine the Vickers 

hardness number. The force used for the indentation was a 1 kgf, which was the highest 

load force on this particular tester. This high force was chosen so that the bulk 

hardness could be tested. An average of between 4 and 6 indentations were made per 

sample, and each sample point was carefully positioned so that the deformation in the 

proximity of the previous indent had no effect on the next. All these indents were in 

the central region of the test sample, as discussed in Chapter 2.5.2. 

The values expected from the microhardness testing were expected to be small, as the 

typical hardness value of a commercial purity aluminium alloy is approximately 22 HV, 

and any change seen is expected to be relatively small. These hardness results were 

going to be used as a further verification for the stress relaxation technique. 
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5 RESt:LTS AND DlSCUSSIOi\ 

The following section dIsplays the results and the discusslGn of those results thaI were 

obtamed from the expenmt'ntaJ procedure disclISsed in the prevIous chapter, These 

results follow a similar format to the "ages laid out In the expenmentaJ procedure 

5.1 MILL SAMPLIi: ANALYSIS 

The micro,1ructures 'were compared at two stages In the hot rougher mill A sample 

was taken from mid-way through the rougher mdl, when the slab thICknesS was 25cm 

(pass 10) and the other sample was taken at the end of the rougher rrull, when the slab 

thickness was km (pass 23). Comparison of the mIcrostructures in Figure 5,1.1 

mdicates the dIfferences between the rrucmstructuraJ conditions after pass 10 and pass 

23_ The grains are large, but wel l defined after pass ]0, but are conSIderably less 

defined after pass 23. suggesting that the rrucrostructllte represents oonsiderable 

relruned deformanon 

(b) 

Figrlre 5. J. J- Alicmsrruclural sample_If rom hoi rougher mII/: (a) after jl) pa5WS, 
(b) Iran5fer bar after 23 jlaS5e5, 

5.2 TEST FOR MACHlXE CO\WLIANCE 

To obtam accurate and COllSIStent measurements dunng testlng, It IS IITlpOltant to be 

able to characterise the comphance of the machine being used If the compliance can 

be charactensed acclltately, the displacement data can be computed easi ly'" , To test the 
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compliance of the umaxJal compression and Stress rdaxation fa.:lllty, room temperature 

L(lmpresSlOll tests were done to very small strains and were followed by a mom 

wmpcrarurc stress relaxanon penod under constant dlsplace!1lent These tests w~rc 

pertimn,,:! on the hardest of (he ajj~, s being lnvcstigatcd, A A. 'i 182, Will ch IS a 5wt"10 

magn..sium alloy thaI IS apprc""matdy lh.ee tlJnes harder than the OOffillIC1ClaJ purity 

alloy The room temperature reslIlts are shown In Figure 5.1.1 Tests were done at 

various strain rates, as Indicated in the key of the graph. 
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i -_. , , 

-
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Figure 5.2.1: Siress l'S Jog lime graphfor AA5]82 at room lempemrur~, I1Imn(}U$ 
sirain rolfS, 

The graph indlcates thaI there was ve ry little drop In stress over the full dura{Jon of (he 

stress rciaxahOO even! up to 900 seCOflds, which was the average lmgth of relaxatIon 

testing for tIllS In\'estigauon, The StlffiH;'SS of the macilme IS wry high and when 

Interpr~ting force, Of stress, data in further t~ts. ]t can he safely dt.'tenmned that the 

data are not highly Influenced by force or displacement drift associated WIth the 

macillne Itself. but rather WIth the softening associated wlth recovery and 

recrystall,sauon 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.3 TESTING MATRIX ONE 

The first testing matrix was done to cover a broad base of temperatures and strains to 

see which of these were the most critical. This was performed with the intent of 

narrowing the field for the second testing matrix. The main alloy of interest was 

commercial purity AA1200, but a range of alloys were investigated in parallel for a 

comparison of how different alloys reacted to the same conditions. The testing 

procedure for this set of tests followed the single-hit testing procedure laid out in 

Chapter 4.3.5. 

5.3.1 AA1200 

The samples were compressed and then relaxed at the compression temperature for 15 

minutes. From the data captured during the test, stress relaxation (SR) curves were 

developed for each test and the post test microstructures of the specimen were analysed. 

5.3.1.1 UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION 

The main emphasis of the testing was placed on the stress relaxation after compression, 

but by considering the stress-strain curves, the effects of temperature and strain on the 

material's hardening behaviour could be determined. The results of the compression 

stage for some of test matrix one are shown in Figure 5.3.1. 
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" --
.~ . ] 

Figuu 5.3.1- Slress VS. sirain of AAllOO{or leslin~ maln'x one (strain rate _ hi). 

The fi gum indIcates that as the deformation temperature increases the flow stress 

decreases ThlS lS due (0 th e relationshIp between dynaflllc wmk hardflT1ing and 

reslCImjl(m Th~ high~r the temperature, the SOOner the balance belween hardening and 

softening occurs, and the lower the tlow stress througholl1 the compreSSIon test. 

fhis graph also SOO\V'; that for a 50% reduction In thIckness (t"'" strain (If 0.69), the 

stress-stram relationshIp has already reached steady Slate 

5.3.1.2 STRl:SS RELAXATION 

fhe graphs of stress vs. log lime show a slope transition that lndicates some SImilarity 

to Ihe stress relaxation curve shape (hal IS seen in sleel'"'''··''" ....... here recrySlaUisalion 

takes over from recovery as the dominant form of softening. However, the overall 

shape of the curve IS diffcrent from the curves seen in the lilerature for various steel 

alloys_ This is to be expected, as their recrystalhsation kinetics will be very different, 

OWing to the influence of S\aCklllg fault energy and Ihe alloying elements TIle table 

below indicates which of Ihe curves III matnx o~ showed distinct slope tranSItions and 

tho"" which flXhibll~d a stnught line trend 
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% REI) "oooe 
\0 shght slop<: transition 

25 slope trQJ1sition 

'" slope transition 

350°( ' 

,t rmght lme 

lope trQJ1Sltwn 

>pe tran"tlon 

shght S 

,]( 

300"C 

sllillght"'C"c,C--~ 
,uaighl line 

straight Ime 

Table J.3. 1, Table showing t~sl." where SR Gurw "h{)we,) a slope IransillOtJ. 

One of the main ooJectJves for thlS inve,tiganon was to detenmne whether the stress 

relaxation te.;hruque could be used to deternune softening kinetics in alliminlUm alloys, 

and the onset of lecl)stallisatlon, 'Hth a v'lew to achieving a flilly recl)'stalhsed 

stnlcture, This could be ea5ily achieved If dlstmct pomls on the curve could be seen 

and, Ihen, if those POlnlS could be attributed to a particular change in the softcnl"g 

mcdanlsms, whe re, for example, recrystallisation took over from recovel)' or whele 

the creep regime took over from recrySTaihsalion [f a Clllve exhibited no distlnct 

features 1\ could not be easily lnterpreted and the obVIOUS assumptl()n ",-,uld be that 

only One softening mechanism occurred throughout the durati on of the teST, Based OIl 

thIS cri tenon, the mam emphasIS for this invesllgahon was 10 coocentnl.1e OIl curves Ihat 

did have dlstmct charactenstics, mdlcallng a change in softening mochanlsm, and to do 

extcnslve microstructural analyses arO\ll1d thcse pomts for further ciarificallon , 

Theret'lre, graphs that exhlb,ted a strmght lme trend were not focused on 

The graphs in Figure 5.3.1 show the stress relaxation curves f()r the hIgh temperatures 

and 50"10 reductions, ".,illCh arc two of the tests that exhibIt an extrapolated transinon 

powt, indicating thai there IS a distinct point where the rale of restOiatlon changes, 

alluding to a change m restorauon mechanism, The graph shOIVS that temperature 

affects the time at which this transition occurs: the lower the temperalllIe, the later the 

]XImt of the , lope deviation, 
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• 

" 

rigllre.LU. 

R I'SL" , rs JI M) DfSCt'SSfI), \' 

• 

• 

811 curveJ for AA120(J Inn aI4(J(J"C wuh 511% reduction and a/ 3j()"C 
wilh 50"4 reduclion (simin rale - I s'.') 

The SR curves with the most prominent slope transition am se~n at higher temperatures 

and higher "trains. The most d'stmcnve of these ~urves occur at a SO%, red!lction In 

heJght for both 350°(' and, more drarnaucalJy, for 400°(, 

:-.3.2 O TH ER AL LOYS 

Two Olher alloys were investigatoo (0 complement (he results from AA!200 Firstly, 

an AI-I %Mg alloy was used beca!lse of lIs slIght difference In allOYing content and its 

lower stacking fallil energy Secondly, AA51S2, a 5% magnesIUm alloy, was used 

beca!lse of its signifi candy lower stackmg fault energy, Therefore the expectation was 

that it would perform quite differently to AAl200 during ;1ress rdaxatKm. The two 

magneSIum alloys were used in VICW of the fact that they recl) stalilse more readlly than 

the commercial purity alloys_ This meant that the chance af there being a distinct poInt 

far the anset of recTYstallisahon was hIgher and, consequently , the SI/. curve should 

exhibit a transihon start "i1ere <111 InItial slope devlatian is seen. an extmpolat~d 

tr<llls1tian point and a transition end where the curve resumes lineanty This "\Juld aid 

the mterpretatlon of th~ SR cur.-es fm ;\A 12oo alloy 
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~.3.2.1 COMPARISON BETWEENCOi\lMERCIAL PURIIT A;~DT\VO 

MAGI\ESIUM ,\ LLOVS 

The .same test condItIOns were used for the lwo alwninium-magneslum alloys. The 

shape of the SR curves fOf these two Mg alloys ,vas much more distinct than those for 

the commercIal punty alloys. willch was expected. Also. the lime al which the 

transition start occurred was much earher. possibly mdicatlng that recrystalhsatlOn 

became the dominant softenmg mechanism al an earlier stage. 

USing the Al-J ~"""'lg alloy, tests ",'CCe performed to 50% reduction for a vanety of 

temperatures From tillS II could agam be seen that the higher the temperature, the 

sooner lhls extrapolaled tfaJlsltlOn point occurred, suggesting that after a five minute 

stress relaxatIon tIme, a more advanced degree of mlcroSlrllCtlu:al change would be 

observed . 

• 

• 

• 

• 

"'" "M. ."".- ."".-
Fi/:urc 5.3.3 SR cUlwI jor AI-f%Mg at 4(}0"C. 35<1"(" and 3/10'''( ', .filawin" the cffect 

af!C"'peMtllre on !he relaxa!"", kmellc.f «train rale - / .< 'j 

The graphs m FiMure 5 3.3 also ind"'ate tbat. by the mitial stress value, the amount of 

work hardenIng willcit lOok place In the compression stage pnor to relaxalion had 

influenced the milial stress values and the relative amounl of restoration lhat took place 

" 
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ilr:SVT.TS ,lSI) mSCI?iSIOS 

over the duran()l1 of the test. The higher the initial stress value. the faster 'Was the Imtlul 

drop off of stress dunng stress relaxation , In each case the rate of <;tress rdaxatJOn 

decays as time progresses, but the ()I1set of the decay is different for each temperature 

AA~182 was usccl as an exten~i()l1 to the comparison between the corrunercial purity 

alloy and the 1% magnesiwn alloy. AA~182 had a much higher magnesium content 

than the AI-I ~",,\.-lg alloy. and "''Quid, therefore, have very different restoration qualities. 

As menti()l1ed in Chapter 2, magnesium IS an alloy that promotes recrystalils.aIlOO. 

Thi~, coupl ~d with the fact that the general alloy percentage is mllch higher, meant th~t 

a stress relaxation curve ... vilh a distinct shape, very different to that for AA t 200, was 

expected 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
~.~ 

'" 
~,., "",."", ..... ''''' "",.""" ""-""-"" 

Figure S.3.4 SR cUn'~s for AAl 200. AI-I%Hg and AA5l82, showi/Jg Ihe <'[frcl of 
al/oyIng content on the ",Iaxa/;on kme/ic.I' (wram rate - 1,,-1) 

The SR ClL",e<; In Flj$lre 53.4 sh(,w the difference In SR curve shape fo r the varlOU, 

alloys The higher the magnesium content, the mOre dlstmrt the curve shupe and the 

sooner the extrapolated transition point appears. By examimng th~,e curve<;, it became 

clear that they all exhibited the ~ame general shape It was due to thiS fact that more 

detailed analysIs of the A,A5182 curve wOllld be lIseful for the untkrstandmg of the 

stress relaxation of AA 1200. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A more detailed analysis of the curve was necessary to understand the softening 

kinetics taking place during relaxation, but more importantly, because the shape of the 

curve from this testing technique on the aluminium alloys did not exhibit as many 

similarities to the curves seen in the literature for steels. The next step in the testing 

procedure was to examine the effect of temperature on the curve, especially within the 

range experienced on the hot rougher mill, namely 340°C to 380°C. Furthermore, steps 

were made to analyse the transition points along the curve by doing interrupted stress 

relaxation tests. This would make it possible to track the microstructural progression 

along the length of the curve. 

5.4 TESTING MATRIX TWO - PART 1 

From the results of testing matrix one, it could be seen that the higher the magnesium 

content, the more non-linear the stress relaxation curve would be. This result suggested 

that the testing of AA 1200 and AA5182 should be done in parallel, so that the results 

from AA5182 could be used as an aid for interpreting the SR curves of AA1200. The 

second matrix concentrated on the highest strain (50% reduction in gauge), firstly, 

looking at the effects of temperature on the restoration kinetics of the two alloys, and 

secondly, analysing the SR curve, by building up a microstructural progression along 

the length of the curve. This would help to pinpoint the microstructural changes that 

were taking place during stress relaxation. 

5.4.1 AA1200 

Testing matrix two explored the effect of temperature on the stress relaxation (SR) 

curve. The strain used in this set of tests was a 50% reduction in gauge. The test 

temperatures were 400°C, 380°C, 360°C, 340°C and 320°C. The stress relaxation 

period was 900 seconds (15 minutes). 
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RESF1J'S .~ ,'·D DlSCl'SSION 

5.-1. 1.1 UNIAXIAL COl\lPRESSIOl\' 

The stress "5, strain curves for the vanOliS testing temperatures as shown In Figure 

5../ 1 ""'Iterated "nat was disclIssed In relation to the \IIlHIXlal compressIon data from 

testing matnx one; namely, that as the deforrnallon temperature II1creased, the flow 

stress decreased and steady state was reached sooner, 'Ibe occurrence of the steady 

state regliDe indicated that there was dynamIC recovery taking place during the 

compression seql1ence for these temperatwes 

" ",,"n 
i • .,., • .., .., . _ . ,'" 

Fif:U1e 5..1.1 SlreH \'S. '>!fum r,lUphsfor AA 1100 at \'anous lesl Wm]>erulllre, (sirain 
rate - h--'), 

5.4.L2 STRESS RELAXATION (SR) 

As menlloned In the expenmentaJ procedure. for thIs type of stress relaxatlon testlllg, 

after the compression sequence. the cross-head IS held at constant displacement and the 

change 111 load IS measured and is later converted to stress data The graphs in Fir,ure 

5,./.1 show the relaxation of the stress associated WIth load as the test progressed 
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TlESl 'LTS LVD DlSCl'SSJQS 

" 

.. ", . "" >w . ,.., .m 

Figure 5,./,2- SIIY!_I',I' V,I' Ilme graphs of the sires,' relaxalionpr AA 1200 a/ mrlOIlS 
lemperalllreS_ 

The tests at lower temperarures did ll(}t soften to the same extent or at the same lrutial 

rate as the t~sts at higher temperatur~s This could be attributed to the fact that the 

critical temperarure for recrystalhsation was !lOt reached, and al<n to the fact that 

colrunerclal purity a1ununium favoured recovery over recrystalhsallon. ""'hen recovery 

is dominant, the softening process ]s slower and there I s only a part]al restoration of the 

m~chanlcal propertles_ The SR cur\'es for the different tempemtures and S()'% reduction 

In gaug~, seen In Fif.',ure 5,-1_3, all exhibit a similar shape: an mitiallinear portion and 

an ]mtiai de~1ation from this ",h]ch sigmfies a tranS1non "tart, an extrapolated transition 

point, Mlere tlle two gradJents intercept, and a second Imear portion of a different 

gmdlenl, the start of which slgnifies the transition end The extrapolated transition 

point can be seen for most of the test temperatures, except for the lowest temperature of 

32O"C 
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RESULTS A,\'D DISCL'SS/O'" 

, , , • •• , , 

" .- .-
Figur~ 5.4.3: SR curves/or AA1200 lests III v(IrIUlj~' lelllpeml1lres. 

The ~~lrapolaled lransition points are not as prominent as tho>~ s~~n in the magn~,il.lm

containing alloys, btll the Cll[Ye5 are of tile same shape In addition, it can be se~n from 

Figure 5..1.3 that a, !he temJXfmure decreases. the pomt where the extrapolat~d 

transition occurs is at longef times and is l es~ distinct , 

5.4.1.3 HARD"IIESS TESTS 

Hardnes> le>\s w~r~ conducted to provide a quantitativ~ measur~ of the extent of lhe 

softening process and 10 help identify the point where 50% of !he volume was 

recryslallised, if this point did occur. for commercial purity alloys, finding the point 

where 50"'10 r~cr}Slallisation occurs is mOfe difficult, because ntOS! of lhe softening 

during lhe annealing process can be allributed to recovery falher than fecr,'5!allismion 

But a change in the gradient ofth~ softening curve could Ix: u>~d to identify the region 

of recr,'stallisation. 

The curve in FiJ,,'ure 5,. -l shows the hardne>s curve for the various heat lreatment 

lemperatllr~s. as well as the hardness expected for a fully r~cr,'stallis~d sample (which 

was achieved at 450°C for 30 milltlt'-"S) The curve does exhibit the shape expecled 
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IlliSl1LTSAAD OlSCCSSJOX 

from a matenal that softens o"ing 10 recovery prior to recrystallisatlOn There is an 

initial slow decrease in the hardness between 300"C and 340"C - this can be attributed 

to softening owing to recovery, There is then a much faster decrease in hardness 

between HO°C and 380"C This could be due to the nucleation of statie 

recrystalli,ation, This means that ",ithin this range the temperature meet, the 

recrystallisation start temperature requirement" The lilCrature states that this oc~'ms at 

o 71;", which, for AA 1200 whose melting temperature is (>46"C, would be 

approximately J70°C. 

• • • • • 
• 

• • 
• I • 

," 
""" ' .. "n •• ," .. _at",. 

• • • 
• 

, , 
• 

Figure 5.4.4: Hardness valuesfor AA 12UO aftcr dcforma/1011 alld rdaxa/1011 a/ wrrioll~ 

lemperallm!s. 

The data sho"ll In the broken-line box in Figure 5.4.4 represents the hardness ofa fully 

recrystallised sample (after heat treatment at 4500C for 30 minutes) By comparing this 

value (24HV) to the lowest hardness meawred at a heat treatment temperature of 4iJOOC 

(26HV). the a,SLunption ean he made that the micro>!ructure of the AA 1200 alloy, after 

50% deformation and a stress relaxation heat treatment of 15 minutes at 400°C, is not 

in the fillly recrystalliscd state Of course, this statement neglects the role that grain 

size refinement may play m inerea,ing hardnes, and would require further analy,is to 

substantiate 
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5.4.2 A.45182 

The tests on this alloy followed the same procedure as those for AAI200 This wa, 

done so that the nature of the curves resultmg from AA5l82 could be used as a guide to 

mterpretlng the curves for AA1200. Tests ~re perfonned at the same temperature 

range (320°C - 400°0 and the speCImens ""ere deformed to 50"1. reductlOn of their 

origmal gauge length. The stress relaxation period was only 300 soconds, because. as 

seen In testing matrix one, th iS time was sufficlent to exh,blt a complete SR curve. 

clearly showmg both hnear pomans and a distinct extrapolated lransition IXlim 

5.4.2 .1 UNIAXIAL COI\1PREs,,'iION 

Figure 5.4.5 shows the stress " S, Straln graphs for the various test temperatures, As 

shov.n v.,th AAI200. as the temperature Increases. the flow stress decreases. Although 

the flow stress decreases beyond a certain strain, II could be assumed mat at the very 

least steady state defOllnallon 15 occurring, The decrease III flow stress may be due to 

adJabat,c hearing and/or specimen geometry effects It is al$O likely that the decrease III 

flow stress could be associated Wlth dynamic recl)'stalhsaliOil as reported by McQueen 

and Poschmann. Th"latter aspect IS given further cOllslderatiOil III Section 5.5 2 1 

.... On 

I .. ,"' . "'" )00 " ., . '" 

Figure 5..1.5' Stress "S. strain graphsfor AA5182 aI ''afious leSI temperumre.' (wuir! 
role _ Hi). 
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RES[,'LlS AND PfSC/.'SSIQ,V 

5.4.2.2 SR ClJR"'"ES 

The SR clIl"\'es ShOl11l in Figure 5 .J 6, all lliustrattl the same distinct shaped curv~_ Th~ 

emapolated transLUon pomt is dear and the nme corresponding to thIS point can be 

easliy determinoo The approx imate t iIlleS are shown in Table 5.-1.1. 

• 

• • , 

• 
• ....... 

• • 

T " ~~ " • . .. ' 

~ ;;;;;~ 
, " ~ ,~ 

FiKIU .. 5..1.6' Sf? curves for AA5 J 112 re_<1S ar mm",s tempera/we.' (,.tmill rale ~ lS i) 

Te, t Exlra po["te<i 

T~"' pe "lIt"re Transition Point 
(0C) (<;cc!lnds) 

400 , 
3<0 " 
360 '" 
340 21 ! 

320 20 
t. ___ -- ----------

Tim.' a t Transition 
5 11111 (,«onds) 

--

1 
--- -

4 
--

" -- -

" 
1O 

, , 

I 

Time at TI'~rl silj on 
End (scconds) 

30 

70 

120 

T" ble 5.4. 1- Table 'if Imw., althe dis/inci {XIlnlS ol/rami/lOniar the SR ClIr<'f.'s of 
AA5/lll ail'(1noll.' lemperarure_, 
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.• ,---,---,,--

!-________ :-..",,,-t:Y,,- - Transitioll start , 

z-tt I rans,hoo toil 

EItrapoilltrti T ..... sitioo Po~t 
, 

.. -----C-----,:--CC-;CC--"C--"-:C-------c: 
4 ., :15 '40 ' ''' -

Io\l""'" 

Figure 5.4. 7. SR cun'efor AA5ffil after 50% redUCII{)f) al J80ac: sh"wlflii lienemf 
Irend lines of lin car portions and approximalc limes for mam poifJ/S ofmterest Oil thc 

curve 

Th~ times shov.n in Table 5,4,1 for the pomts of mterest on the curve indicate that the 

h lgh~r the t~st tcmp.:rature. the sooner the extrapol ated transition pornt occurs. 

Th~ next step was to mterrogate the shape of tillS SR curve arld to dcTennlne "neTher 

the tranSition pomts corresponded to changes ill the restoratlon m~chanlsms, for 

example. from recovery to recrystallisation This ""';)uld be done bv nucrostmctural 

analySIS on samples that had h~~n defoml~d and stress relaxed to vanous stress 

relaxation urnes along a panicular SR curve 

5,5 n':STl~G MATRLX TWO - PART 2 

Th~ second part of this tesllng matnx involved teShng to look at the nature of th~ SR 

curve In more d~tali and to determme "nat was happemng on a lll1Cfostructllrallevel at 

the extrapolated tranSltlon pornt and at the start and end of the transihOn ThIs part 

would he ma<k up of tests where, after certain stress rdaxation times, the samples 

would be quenched for microstructural analysis. By domg thlS. it wo uld be poSSIble to 

build up a lYIlcrograph progreSSIon of the mlcrostmctural changes occurring at the 

cflmal pomts aloog The SR curve 
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Rl:.SI:L [SAND DfSCUSSTOS 

5.5.1 ANALYSIS OF 380°C SR CllRVE FOR AAI200 

The 380°C test was chosen lor in-depth explor~tion because il exhibited a distinct 

e"tI'~polated transition point in the SR curve for both ~Iloys Fmthennore, this 

temperature places less demand on the transfonner system than lests conducted m 

400°(, thus makmg the test conditions more favoorable 

" , 

; 

" 50 190 600 

Figun .s.J.l- SR L~lf\,<,jor AA 12()() jor 5{)OA reduction at ~OOT •. \·howI>IX xen~ral 
/r~nd Im~.\· oj Imear porlions alld approxlmale rilllesjor mum pomfs 0/1 curvt' (stram 

rail! - Is'!). 

Figure 5.5./ shows how the straight line pOltion~ of the SR curve can have a trend line 

added to them, From this trend line, the times lor transitions points can be detennillcd 

These times lor AA 1200 after 50% reduction in gange at 380°C Gin be seen in Table 

n,/ 

Test Temperatnre 
(0<:) 

380 

ExtrHpoiHled 
r,'Hnsitioll Point 

s~conds) 

190 

Time at Transition 
Start 

(seconds) 
50 

Tim~ at Transition 
End 

(secondJ) 
600 

- ----------'-------
Table .s • .s.I; Table 8h(M'///;( cn/cial p<Jin/ in Ihe SR cllrvej()r AA I FlO 01 3!1O°C. 
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A senes of tests were done under the same condlllOns, as in Figure 5.5 I. but "ith 

varymg stress rdaxatlOn times tbat corresponded to the lmportant transih<ln points seen 

on !he SR curve, After the ,llffe'ent "tre~s relaxatlon times, tbe specilnen was un

loaded and th"" "Olter -quenched v.itbin ane second Tbe graphs far each of th~se tests 

can be seen in Figure 55.2 , 

, 

" 

Figllre 5.5.2 ' SR cllrl'l'sjor AA 121}() at 380CCjor diffi'relll Slress reiaxallon limes 
(Mrllin rote _ I.,·i) 

The 190 second te,t ,epr~~~nts tbe extrapolated tranSltian pmnt The 50 ~econd te~t 

represents tbe tra!1S1hon start. The 5 second test IS to indicate tbe aJOOunt af recovery 

taking place during tb~ fin;! hnear portlon. An a$-defanned te,t was aloo performed 10 

see the extent of defarmallan and the effects of the dynanuc softening processes, if any. 

The>e samples were then sectianed and prepared far optical microscopy and EBSD, as 

discussed In Chapter 4.4 , 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.5.1.1 MICROSTRUCTURAL PROGRESSION: POLARISED LIGHT 

OPTICAL MICROSCOPY 

The micrographs were obtained using polarised light microscopy and EBSD. As 

discussed in the experimental procedure regarding the analysis of AA1200, it is 

difficult to distinguish between high angle and low angle grain boundaries in polarised 

light micrographs. For this reason the information obtained from the EBSD technique 

was used to assist in interpreting the light micrographs. 

The polarised light optical microscopy micrographs in Figure 5.5.3 are for the tests 

discussed in Section 5.5.1 with the varying stress relaxation times that correspond to the 

times where the SR curve exhibits a distinct change in slope. 
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II.ES1 ' LIS ,{Sf) fJlSCEl'SfOV 

(,) (b) 

(<l ( d) 

(,) 

figure 5 .. \3- /IIicro,'In/clUral pro~res:;jon (or AA 1200 arier 50"/0 reduction 01 3110"r. 
wuh mrioll_' SR lime: (a) 0 seconds. (b) 5 seconds, (e) 50 seconds. (d) /9IJsecond.\' and 

(e) I){)O .,~conds 

The sequence of micrographs in hgure 5.53 depicts a progresslon from a highly 

disorgamsed mlcrOSIru<;lUre In the as-deformed condition towards a more or less 

uniform equiaxed microstructure after I'f(~onged relaxaTIon up 10 9O{l seconds. 

Unfortunately, it is nO! possible 10 distingUIsh between low angle and high angle 
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bo\llldanes, but the onentanon of the grains, \\TIlch is indicated by the colour in the 

polaIISed IIgl11 micrographs, seems to be m cllL'terS, and thus inrucates that the 

microstmcture is extensively recovered and at best on! y pamaHy recrystalhsed 

If the shape of the SR cUJ'\'e is inrucatlve of microstructural evolution. the change ill 

slope along the curve should represent changes m the softening rate and the associated 

restoration mechanlsm. The micrographs do show a progressive coarsenmg of the 

microstmcture and what looks like the formaliOO of subgrmns and some new grams. As 

discussed In Chapter 443, because of the hlgh purity of AA 1200 and the fact that It 

favours recovery and sub-grain formation over recrysmllisation, The microstructure is 

expected to show extensive subgraln formation, which under polansed light may look 

very much J.Le a recrystallised structure For this rea.",n, It was Important (0 verify t!us 

microstructural mfoffilalion willi EBSD maps 

5.5.1.2 MICROSTRlIC"TLRAL PROGRESSION : tBSU 

The nllcrostructural maps obtamed using EBSD show a more d:tailed and 

representative view of the structural progresslOn for the stress relaxation testing The 

subgrain boundaries are areas ",'here the misonentatlon between tv.u a!!jacent 

orientallon pom(s IS greater than r These are indicated on the maps as grey lines and 

represent the subgram structure that results from recovery The high angle grain 

boundanes are defined by a tmsorientatlon of greater (han 15'. These are indicated by 

a black line on the map and are associated with recrystallised grmns 'I nls IS discussed 

in more detai l III Chapters 2.2,4 and 4.5.1. The EBSD maps for AAI2()O progreSSion 

after SO% reduction HI gauge at 3S()OC are sho\\n in FIJ{ure 5,j ,./ (these maps 

correspond to tne polarised 11ght micrographs presented m Figure 5.5 3) 
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(d) 

Figure 5,5,-/ ' UJSD maps of m;eroslmclUral progrc_I'sionfof AA1200 after 50"~ 
reduC/lon aI380"r. l,ith l'ario!ls SR lime; (a) Q seconds. (bj 5 seconds, (c) 50 seconds, 

(d) 190 seconds and (e) 900 seconds. 

The mICrostructural chang~ resulting from softening can be dearly Seen and their basic 

mechanIsms Identified usmg the EDSD maps shov.'Il III Ngure 5.5.4 It can he 

,dentified thai the hulk of the mlcrostruc.1urai changes are mostly due to recoveJ) and 

subgram formation and growth, mther than the nudeation and grov.th of new stram free 

grams by recrysmllisallon. The microstrucmre m (aJ sho","'S that there are large areas 

enclosed by HAGS's, ''''Ih extensIve netVlKlrks of LAGB's wl1hm them A.lthough the 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

microstructure is very deformed, there are to be a few new recrystallised grains 

clustered in different areas, as well as an equiaxed sub grain structure. The latter is not 

surprising given that the stress vs. strain curves in Figure 5.4.1 demonstrate dynamic 

softening. As the microstructure progresses to (b), a larger number ofHAGB's can be 

seen and the average subgrain and grain size is larger and more evenly distributed. 

From (c) to (e), the progressive subgrain and grain growth can be seen. In addition, 

there is an obvious increase in the percentage ofHAGB's as time progresses. The map 

in (e) shows a substantially altered microstructure, which demonstrates both extended 

recovery, by sub-grain growth and coalescence, and partial recrystallisation. It can also 

be noted that the nucleation and growth of recrystallised grains generally occurs in 

clusters. 

5.5.1.3 HARDNESS DURING RELAXATION OF AA1200 

The trend of the rate of the reduction in the hardness value (after quenching) should 

follow the same type of trend seen in the drop in stress over the duration of the test. 

The drop in hardness of the material should be closely related to the softening of the 

material at temperature over time. The aspect that is of interest is the rate of change of 

the already very low hardness value, and whether it verifies the amount of softening 

that is equivalent to the stress drop. 
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l'igllre 5.5. J: lIan}""ss l'oluel' on Iefi axis and Ih(' "lre,I,' relaxation on Ihe right axis 

for AA 1200 during Siress relwrarioll aI 380°('. 

FiJ.!lIrr 5.5.5 shows the relationship between the change in hardness with time and rhe 

stress relaxatIOn ,,·jth time. Both curves follow a similar trend. with an initially rapid 

decrease. which then begin, to slow down until the rate of change is slo\\' and begins to 

level out 10 a steady Slale The hardness trend is reassuring in that il supports the shape 

of the stress relaxalion curve. The hardness after 900 seconds is slightly greater than 

the prior recryslailised starting condition (24HV), but this may be due in part [0 grain 

size refinement 

5.5.2 ANALYSIS OF 380°(: SR C()RV E: FOR AAI 5 182 

The 380'C lest was chosen so that the tests on the two alloys would run parallel to each 

other The 380°C te,t tor AA5182, as for AA J 200, ha, a distinct shape and the 

extrapolated transition point occurs quite early in the SR curve The micrographs for 

this set of tests were taken using polarised light optical microscopy (PLOM). In this 

ca,e, EBSD was not nece"ary, becau,e the picture, from the PLOM were clear and 

showed the new, recry,[allised grains 
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The SI{ curve for AA5182 at 380Q C with a S()'% roollCllon In gauge IS shov,1l in Figure 

5..56. The obvlou~ difference between these curves and those for AAI200 is the time 

at which the e:'l:trapolat~d tranSJIion point OCCur~ The crucial points along the length of 

the curve were mentIOned in ]'able 5."'.1. A \\lder range oftest5 were done along the 

length of this curve, because it was hoped to be abl~ to ldenti& some correlation 

between the non-lineanty of the SR curve and nllcrostructllfal evolutiOn. liy doing thi~, 

II would be possIble to use this s~ries of te~t<; a.~ the model on which to base the 

InterpretatIOn of the SR curves for AA 1200 

• • • I , • , 
• 
• • • I I ; 
• • I .. '. 

i .. ~ , '" '" , • • 
I 

~ - ', 

; I I 
I 

' ''''K' . '<C ,,,, ". _ ,--, 

f"igllre 5,5.6: SR CI.nocsfor AA518J at J80"C at different limes 

The I 5 second test represents the extrapolated transition point. the 30 second test 

represents the transltion end pornt, where lineanty re<;umes, and the 6 <;ecol1d test 

represents the transnion start, where the initial deViation from the straight line porwm 

occur!;. An a~-defonned teSl wa.~ also done Other tests v,ith VaT)'jl1g stre5s rei:v;ation 

nrnes were also perfonned, m order to broaden the scope of the rruCnlstnLcturai 

progreS5iOll picrure 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.5.2.1 MICROSTRUCTURAL PROGRESSION: POLARISED LIGHT 

OPTICAL MICROSCOPY 

The microstructures for each of these tests are shown in Figure 5.5.7, starting with the 

as-deformed and moving on towards the 300 second test. 

From the micrograph progression, it was possible to determine which microstructural 

phenomena were occurring at the distinct points in the SR curve. The micrographs 

reveal that the onset of recrystallisation occurred where the curve deviated from the 

first linear portion. This can be seen in Figure 5.5.7 (b), which illustrates the four 

second test. In this instance, minute recrystallised grains can be seen. This stress 

relaxation time can be identified as the point of nucleation of static recrystallisation. 

There is no evidence of other recrystallised grains prior to this point, which perhaps 

emphasises that dynamic recrystallisation has not occurred in any way. 
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Kt-Sn .J1I ,' \1. m.~t's.\'f<'.\· 

'oj ,bJ 

'gJ 
rlgu, .. 5.5. , . MlCl'l)Slrucl""dll'rogn'S~ionf"r AA511J} <!{tcr 5U% ,...d"clhm 01 )80OC", 
~ "" '"Qn"'JJ SR lime" (a) a,,'...kjormcd, (h) -I $<'conds (c) 6 x<'Condl. (d) 15 S(>cottds, f.,j 

j(J "",,-oo./s, (f) .;(j ,(",m.h .('1'.1 (g) }OO Jt'Cond~ 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

At the six second test, seen in Figure 5.5.7 (c), there are more newly recrystallised 

grains and growth of the older recrystallised grains. The nucleation of these grains is at 

the grain boundaries and they are forming in clusters. This SR time is after the 

transition time but before the extrapolated transition point. 

The 15 second test is at the extrapolated transition point. The micrograph is shown in 

Figure 5.5.7 (d). There are larger quantities of recrystallised grains and there is still the 

nucleation and growth of these recrystallised grains. The clusters are now less isolated 

and the recrystallisation process is occurring more homogenously, although there are 

areas where the deformed grains are still predominant. 

At 30 seconds, as seen in Figure 5.5.7 (e), newly recrystallised grains can still be seen 

among the already growing recrystallised grains. There is a large volume of 

recrystallised grains, which, visually, seems to be close to 50%. The deformed 

structure is now difficult to distinguish. 

Figure 5.5.7 (f) shows the microstructure after 40 seconds of stress relaxation. The 

micrograph suggests that nucleation of new recrystallised grains has slowed 

considerably and the dominant mechanism now is the growth of the already nucleated 

grams. 

At 300 seconds, in Figure 5.5.7 (g), which is the duration of the full test, the 

microstructure appears to fully recrystallised. The grain structure is equiaxed and there 

is no evidence of the original deformed structure. 

The above analysis suggests that there is a correlation between the transition in the 

shape of the SR curve and the occurrence of recrystallisation. However, it would be 

expected that this onset of recrystallisation would be associated with an inflection point, 

as observed with similar studies on steels. In the present case it is merely a transition 

from a fast softening rate to a much slower softening rate which is intuitively not 

indicative of the onset of recrystallisation. This aspect is further investigated in Section 

5.5.3. 
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5.5.2.2 HARDNESS DlIRl;oIG RELAXATIO N OF AA5182 

Fi6~lYe 5.5.8 shows the relationship between the change In hardness "1th time and the 

rela"ation of Ille stress for the duration of a test. The hardness tests were done on the 

samples that had varying relaxatioo hmes, based on the progression of the 380'(' test 

after 50% reductiolllll gauge As willi the slmilar graphs for AAI200 In F1xure 555, 

both the stress relaxanOIl and the decrease In hardness follow a very similar trend 

. , - ---------, '" 
• • · f 

.~ ._- ---_ .. 

• 
~,. , ,. • • • I • 

• , 
• • • , 
• 

• • • 
- I • • 

• 
0 • I· ,. ~ ,. 

,-
figure J,:;,IJ, flardnes~ vailles on one axiS and [he Slress relaxalion on [he olhcraxis 

for AA5182 dllnng .>Ires,,- relaxation at 380°(', 

Both curves show an initially rapid decrease and a subsequent levelling out These 

hardness tests v,ere done to venf): the rale and amount of softening OCCUTTlIlg dllnng the 

stress relaxation testing after U111axial oompresslon 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.5.3 DISCUSSION OF SR CURVE SHAPE FOR BOTH ALLOYS 

According to the literature associated with the stress relaxation testing of steels, the 

stress relaxation curve of stress vs. log time should exhibit a distinct change in 

concavity (or point of inflection), as well as two distinct linear portions of different 

slopes, as shown in Figure 5.5.9. 

The shapes of the SR curves attained during this investigation were not comparable to 

the curve achieved for steel alloys. The curve for the aluminium alloys did not exhibit 

the three distinct stages associated with the SR curve. There was no region that showed 

the rapid decrease in the stress values that correlates with recrystallisation. Without 

this stage present in the curves it would be impossible to pinpoint the onset of 

recrystallisation under specific testing conditions, which is the crux of the current 

investigation. 

SOIl 

I II III 
2110 , , , 

I : recovery stage 
200 II: recrystallisation stage .. 

"" III: creep ~ 
';;'~ 
II , 

~ 
, 

100 I 
I 

-.. -. 
150 I 

0 
-8.0 .2.0 -1.0 0.0 s.o 1.0 3.0 "'0' 

Dwell time 0011 ..,a.e) 

Figure 5.5.9: Typical stress relaxation curve, showing three distinct stages: (I) 
recovery of the work hardened material, (II) rapid softening due to recrystallisation 

and (III) creep of the softened material. 

The results thus far from the experimental testing of AA1200 and AA5182 reinforce 

and emphasize the fact that the SR curves for aluminium do not exhibit the stress 

relaxation kinetics that are expected with the change from recovery to recrystallisation. 

This is shown by referring to the microstructural progression of AA1200, which shows 

quite a clear transition from a deformed to a recovered and partially recrystallised 

microstructure. This can be seen in the EBSD maps after 900 seconds [Figure 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.5. 4(e)]. The microstructural progression for AA5182 illustrates the nucleation and 

subsequent progression of recrystallisation, which, if the SR curve were accurately 

representing the restoration kinetics, should correlate to the three distinct stages of a 

stress relaxation curve. This is not the case. This suggests that there is another, more 

dominant mechanism that is controlling the curve shape. Therefore, it is important to 

determine the factors that are affecting the stress relaxation technique. 

5.6 CONSIDERATION OF CREEP DURING STRESS 

RELAXATION OF ALUMINIUM ALLOYS 

In the initial testing matrices, where stress relaxation testing was done at a variety of 

temperatures and % reductions, the main emphasis was on SR curves that exhibited 

some kind of change in gradient during the test time. This meant that low strain tests of 

10% gauge reduction were only done on AA1200 and further testing on AA5182 was 

only done at the higher strains because of the occurrence of distinct slope transitions. 

The next step in forming an understanding of the SR curves attained for the aluminium 

alloys was to re-visit the small strain testing in order to evaluate the presence of creep

type behaviour that might be affecting the outcome of the SR curves. The idea in this 

case is to effect a sufficiently small amount of strain that will raise the stress level but 

not lead to a situation where there is adequate dislocation density to promote advanced 

recovery and/or recrystallisation. For the purpose of the discussion below, the 10% 

reduction and the 50% reduction SR events are referred to as small strain relaxation and 

large strain relaxation respectively. 

The SR curves in Figure 5. 6.1 are for AA 1200 at 400°C. The graph shows that both 

curves (small and large strain relaxation) exhibit the same general shape, and from 

approximately 30 seconds the curves follow the same path and have identical gradients. 

After noticing that the large strain relaxation is mimicked by the small strain relaxation, 

it became clear that it would be impossible to determine exact mechanism changes from 

the SR data from the AA 1200 tests at this temperature. 
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f'igurr 5.6.1: SR curl'<'s Jor AA 1100 III 400"(:, showing 50% reduclion ,)nd J(I'/o 

relille/JOns In gallge 

The cqUlvalcnl graphs aTC laJd out for AA5182 at 400°C ini'igure 5.6.2. The shape of 

the large strain relaxation curve is once agam sJnuiar to that for the small stram 

relaxatIOn, An mteresnng observation lS thatlbc large Slram relaxation curve hcs above 

the small strain relaxation curve for the duratIOn of the test, although they exhlblt the 

same shape It is quite possibl c that gl von a longer (CS[ ume, [he graphs would mtersect 

at some point and begin to rllll parallel to each other, as they d<J for the AA 1200 curves 

at 400°C. Univ
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FiKllrl' 5.6.2 SR cur.·es for AA5182 al .JOO"C', showin1< 50% rcduellon "tid 10"/0 
reduction.< In gauge 

The sam~ companson hetween the larg~ and small stram relaxatJon curves for AAI200 

at JOO"C, where the dnvUlg force for softening was much lower These curves ale 

sho\\TI in Figure 5.63. Agam 1\ can be seen that both the conditIOns ploduce slmllar 

shap"s ('ira1ght lme tr..ndl, but m thIS , as~, as ""Ih the AA5l82, Ihe larg~ stram 

relaxation curve runs above the small stram relaxation curve until approximalely 600 

second<;, wh~re Ihey u.,gm 10 mn parallel to ~ach other and do ov~rlap slightly 
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Figure 5.6.3 SR curwsJor Mil(}/) ar 3()/)°C ,lIow",!! 50% rfducrion and 10"6 
tT'<pmiQf!5 in K,mgc, 

Til" dlffClcncc In gradient of the large and small 8\raJ n lelaxation cllrves for AA5 J 82 at 

--IOO"C and for AAI2()() at 3(XYC may he due (0 the Inllial stress valuc after the 

compression stage. wherc the mstantanw llS rate of chaJlge IS d,ffcrCllt until they reach a 

proportional 8trC88 value and then begm to ru~ parallel Thi, higher SIre,s value is 

based on (he amount of WDrk hardemng and dynamic softening expenenccd by thc 

sample during compressIon. 

On CXaJllination and comparIson of the preVIous three Ie>! rc,ult, (Figure 5.61, 1-11'11/11 

5,62 and Ngllrf 5.6,3), it becomes more ccnaln that the Curve shape that IS seen III 

8trC88 rclaxallon te,tmg of aluminium is donnnaled by creep relaxallon rather than 

stress relaxation related ILl specIfic deformation recovery and recrystallisation. The 

next step is (0 process the data in such a way that it may be correlated more dosely 

v.ith plastic 8tram rate rrrlher than simple ,tress relaxation 

Stress relaxation testing can be used to produce ,tram rate l'.'. 8trC8, creep data. This IS 

achleved by the conVCT>ion of elastic 81rain (resulting from the compre,sion to a cenam 

constant dIsplacement) to plastic ,train. A, the 8p""lmen deforms, the load required to 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

maintain the constant displacement is reduced. By measuring the change in load 

experienced by the test specimen and knowing the elastic modulus of the specimen, the 

load-time data can then be converted to plastic strain rate-stress data. This can be done 

using the equations discussed in Chapter 2.6.140: 

l1a = Esp 

where E is the elastic modulus and Ep is the amount of plastic strain40
. Plastic strain 

rate can be calculated by the rate of change of the Ep value, which are time-based data 

captured during testing. This is based on Norton's creep equation, where the value for 

the stress exponent associated with creep can be determined51
: 

so that, 

loge £ p = loge A + n loge a 

Graphs of loge £ p against loge a will therefore yield straight lines with a gradient of n 

and an intercept of loge A. The exponent n describes the way in which the creep rate 

varies with stress, and the variation of £ p with stress is described using a power-law 

relationship, which is typically used to describe high temperature creep behaviour. 

For the following curves, an attempt has been made to convert the stress relaxation data 

from the previous three sets (Figure 5. 6.1, Figure 5.6.2 and Figure 5.6.3) of results into 

creep data, in an effort to confirm the correlation between these curves and the type of 

curve resulting from a typical creep stress relaxation test. 
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Figure J.6.4.- I'la.\'lI<" .\'Irtlm rail' \'.~ stress log-log graph of AA 1200 (11 .JOO°C ~ho""";; 
50% rnillclion IIlId I (fx, '''''11<;1/(11/1; '" gall):e will Ihe gmdlel/fl' of Ihe wrws 10 

de!amln<' 'he relevalll Siress erponellh' (n, and n, mllle.V (,s.-.oc;a/ed II'lIh creep. 
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Figure 5. 6. J: Pla,wic ~1mm rmf! v.\'. ,Itres.\' 10K-10K gmph of AA 1200 <l/ 300°C showing 
50')/" reducllOn (lnd 10% redlldiolls ill ;;alll(':_ 
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The graph in Fi):rm: 5, 6../ can be used 10 det~mllM the /I value (the stress exponent). If 

STress IS changmg. such as In thlS case, it is expected ThaI the n value Wlll vary as 

dd'krent creep mechanism> donunale as the stress relaxation progresses. At higher 

stress exponent vailles, the creep me,hanlsm IS dominated by dislocatIon movement. 

V.illle, In the later stag<l5 of cre~ ,,·her~ the STress exponent lS lower, the cre~ 

mechanism occurs by dlffuslon , The graphs In F,):IIre 5. 6.5 and hgure 56 6 show 

smularly shaped ,urves and in all these cases the gradIents of the lines ,an be found to 

deteImme the /I values, in the same manner as sho\\IIl In l ' igun' 5.6./ Unfortunately 

there JS ooJISJderooie nOlse In the data at the lower stress levels, with the reslilt that the 

plasllc stram rate ,',. stress curves are less well defined as the stress decreases, 

Nevertheless, there are suffi,ient data to develop a besT fit lme and, consequently, a 

reasonable meaSUTe of the n value can be obtained 

" 
'" 

~ 
, ~, 

i , 'J ::001 

~ ,-, , 
r : 00>00' 
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0.0:0.000' 
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Hgure j.6.6 Plastic SIluin rale VS, Siress log-fo): graph of AA51S1 at .JOO°C ,hawing 
50"4 reduclion and }(f'4 reductions i/l gauge. 

The n values detennllled for AA 1200 at 4()WC are 4.6 and I 2 for the high stress and 

low stress regimes respectively. The corresponding values for AA5182 at 400°C are 

5. 6 and 2,4 TIJese values coocur well v.i th the exponents expected for pure metals 

un&rgoing creep that can be described uSing a power-law relationshrp. Smce the small 

>C2 
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RESlTLTS AND DISClTSSION 

strain relaxation and large strain relaxation tests produce similar exponents, it may be 

inferred that similar recovery mechanisms are being indicated by each relaxation curve. 

This behaviour is consistent for both AA1200 and AA5182. 

As a result of the above analysis, it may be proposed that the shape of the SR curves 

attained for these aluminium alloys is dominated, under these particular conditions, by 

creep relaxation rather than by recovery and recrystallisation associated with prior 

plastic deformation. In addition, the microstructures that were evaluated in association 

with the stress relaxation curves (Section 5.5.1.1 for AA1200 and Section 5.5.2.l for 

AA5182) will have been affected by the dislocation movement caused by creep, as well 

as by the recovery and recrystallisation that was the result of the deformation of the 

compression stage and the high temperatures. Creep itself causes microstructural 

evolution by dislocation movement, rearrangement and annihilation. Therefore, even 

the microstructural results, using uniaxial compression and subsequent stress relaxation 

under constant displacement, would not be a true reflection of the recovery and 

recrystallisation that would be experienced during the interpass time on the hot rolling 

mill. The overall microstructural changes would be additive, and could not be 

separated into those associated with creep and those associated with the static 

restoration related to an interpass time between successive hot rolls. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The stress relaxation test was used for the investigation of the restoration kinetics of 

aluminium alloys, AA1200 and AA5182. This type of testing has, in the past, been 

successfully implemented with steel alloys and the results in those cases yielded a SR 

curve that could be used to interpret the softening kinetics. The results and SR curves 

attained for the aluminium alloys did not give a true reflection of the softening kinetics. 

The main conclusion for this investigation is that the stress relaxation technique cannot 

be used for the evaluation of the softening kinetics of the aluminium alloys that were 

under investigation. 

A series of more specific conclusions were drawn which formed the platform upon which 

the main conclusion could be made. They are as follows: 

• The testing facility to simulate the hot rolling and interpass experienced in the mill 

has been successfully implemented. This was achieved by using uniaxial 

compression and immediate subsequent stress relaxation, under constant 

displacement, in a single test. The test temperatures reflected the conditions 

experienced on the mill and the heating method used was electrical resistance 

heating controlled by an on/off relay. 

• Stress relaxation data of stress vs. log time were collected and graphed successfully. 

The decrease in stress values was verified through microhardness testing. The rate 

of relaxation of the stress values was proportional to the rate of decrease in the 

Vickers hardness numbers. 

• The recovery and recrystallisation behaviour of AA1200 and AA5182 has been 

investigated and confirmed microstructurally, using polarised light microscopy for 

AA5182 and EBSD 
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CONCLUSIONS 

• The microstructural progression seen in AA1200 at 380°C after 50% reduction in 

gauge shows that it softens extensively by recoveIY. The occurrence of 

recIYstallisation is limited and, when it does occur, the dominant softening 

mechanism is still recoveIY. 

• The microstructural sequence of recIYstallisation for AA5182 at 380°C after 50% 

reduction in gauge suggests that there is in fact a distinct transition from recoveIY 

to recIYstallisation as the dominant softening mechanism and, after 300 seconds of 

stress relaxation time, the microstructure is fully recIYstallised. 

• The distinct points of mechanism transition that were confinned microstructurally 

with AA5182 were not depicted on the SR curve. A well-defined change of 

concavity and three distinct stages were expected to be seen in the resulting curve 

when recIYstallisation occurred. The SR curve attained for AA5182 showed only a 

slope deviation between two straight line sections. The SR curves for the 

aluminium alloys are not representative of the true restoration kinetics. 

• The shape of the SR curves reflects the type of changes seen in stress relaxation 

creep testing. The dominance of the creep mechanisms over the recoveIY and 

recIYstallisation of the aluminium alloys under these conditions results in a SR 

curve that is dominated by creep. Therefore, the restoration kinetics associated 

with the transition from recoveIY to recIYstallisation will not be depicted on the 

stress relaxation curve. 

• The stress relaxation technique is inadequate for the determination of the 

restoration kinetics in aluminium alloys. 
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FUTURE WORK 

7 FUTURE WORK 

The following recommendations are made in the anticipation that, with further 

investigation into the stress relaxation technique and a better understanding of the SR 

curve, it may still be possible to utilise this testing technique to determine the recovery 

and recrystallisation kinetics of aluminium alloys. 

• Creep generally occurs at temperatures that are high, relative to the operating 

temperatures. The dominance of the creep curve may be avoidable if the test 

temperatures were lowered to below 0.5Tm
52

, although this is below the 

recrystallisation start temperature and may negate the occurrence of 

recrystallisation altogether. 

• Consideration could be given to subtracting the creep relaxation component from 

the SR curve. However, it is believed that the quality of the data capture would 

need to be significantly improved in order to reduce the level of noise in the 

system. 

• The conclusions in this work could be further validated by performing equivalent 

stress relaxation experiments on steels which are known to produce SR curves 

consistent with softening events attributable to recovery and recrystallisation. It 

may also be interesting to include commercially pure copper as an additional 

experimental material, which has a considerably lower stacking fault energy than 

aluminium. 
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Mill log data for AAI050, from Hulett Aluminium 
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HRM pass schedule 

Nominal data 

Ingot ID. 
Sub-ID 1. 
Sub-ID 2: 
ActuallD. 
Alloy 
Passes HRM: 
Passes HFM 

Pass schedule 

Pass 

1 -> 

2 <-
3 -> 

4 <-
5 -> 

6 <-

7 -> 
8 <-

9 -> 

10 <-
11 -> 

12 <-
13 -> 

14 <-
15 -> 

16 <-
17 -> 

18 <-
19 -> AC 

20 <-
21 -> 

22 <-
23 -> 

Entry 
gauge 
.lmm] 

610 
602.94 
592.79 
578.77 
560.18 
536.75 
509.21 
480.04 
450.75 
421.35 
391.83 
362.2 

332.46 
302.6 

272.63 
242.54 
212.34 
182.03 
151.6 

132.64 
114.5 
83.48 
60.53 

HFM pass schedule 

Nominal data 

Ingot ID' 
Sub-ID 1: 
Sub-ID 2: 
ActuallD 
Alloy: 
Passes HRM: 
Passes HFM 

Pass schedule 

No. 

1 
2 
3 

Entry 
QauQe 
Imm1 
30.01 
17.77 
9.17 

44284050 
44284050 

44284050 
1050A 

23 
3 

Exit 
gauge 

mm] 
602.94 
592.79 
578.77 
560.18 
536.75 
509.21 
480.04 
450.75 
421.35 
391.83 
362.2 

332.46 
302.6 

272.63 
242.54 
212.34 
182.03 
151.6 
133 

114.4 
83.4 

60.41 
30 

44284050 
44284050 

44284050 
1050A 

Exit 
qauqe 
[mml 
17.77 
9.17 

5 

23 
3 

Roll 
speed 
mlminl 
96.5 
106.7 
132.3 
160.8 
178.3 
180 
180 

179.9 
178.2 
174.8 
169.8 
163.4 
155.9 
147.6 
139.2 
130.3 
120 

110.7 
103.8 
99.9 
95.8 
95.1 
94.2 

Roll speed 
body end 
Imlmin1 

125.8 
152.5 
1527 

Ingot gauge [mm] 
Ingot width [mm] : 
Ingot weight [kg]: 
Final gauge [mm]: 
Final width [mm] . 
Final profile [%] : 
Final lemperature [0C] 

Exit Vroll meas. 
temp. body2 

[oCJ 
399.3 
399.4 
399.5 
399.6 
399.8 
399.8 
399.5 
399.3 
399.1 
398.8 
398.4 
398 

397.4 
396.8 
395.9 
394.8 
393.2 
391.1 
387.8 
381.7 
376.5 
368.3 
359.3 

Ingot gauge [mm] . 
Ingot width [mm] 
Ingot weight [kg]: 
Final gauge [mm]: 
Final width [mm] . 
Final profile [%] . 

Cyclic. 
[mlmin] 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Final temperature [0C] 

Roll Qap Entry 
preset temp. body2 
[mm1 [OC1 
19.01 356.4 
9.76 327.1 
5.88 296.6 

calc (meas 
610 

1200 
10970 

5 
1094 
0.51 

245.3 I 248.1 

Main power 
body end 

[%1 
10 

15.6 
26.1 
40.9 
55.2 
63.9 
66.9 
66.7 
65.9 
64.5 
62.5 
60 
57 

53.8 
50.6 
47.4 
43.7 
40.4 
23.4 
21 

40.4 
32.8 
40.4 

calc. / meas. 
610 

1200 
10970 

5 
1094 
0.51 

245.3 I 248.1 

Exit 
temp. body1 

[OC1 
327.1 
296.6 
245.3 

Target gauge [mm]: 
Target profile [%]: 
Target temperature [0C]: 
Total time HRM [min]: 
Productivity HRM [t/h]: 
Total time HFM [min]: 
Producllvity HFM [t/h]: 

Main torque Roll force Bending 
body end body end body end 

[%1 [kN] [kN] 
10 3502.55 1041.4 

14.1 4075.4 1051.9 
19 4649.53 1062.4 

24.5 5180.77 1072.9 
29.8 5649.39 1083.3 
34.2 595903 1093.8 
35.8 6059.97 1104.3 
35.7 6019.1 1114.8 
35.6 5980.06 1125.2 
35.5 5941.81 1135.7 
35.4 5905.94 1146.2 
35.3 5867.36 1156.7 
35.2 5832.53 1167.2 
35.1 5801.63 1177.7 
35 5777.78 1188.2 
35 5759.15 1198.7 
35 5745.27 1209.3 

35.1 5751.08 1219.9 
21.7 4444.33 1157.2 
20.2 4111.31 1031.7 
40.5 6843.54 2026.1 
33.2 6463.5 1086.2 
41.2 10904.77 265.2 

Target gauge [mm]: 
Target profile [%]: 
Target temperature [0C]: 
Total lime HRM [min]: 
Productivity HRM [t/h]: 
Total time HFM [min]: 
Productivity HFM [t/h]: 

Main power Main torque Roll force 
body end body end body end 

[kW] [%1 [kN1 
1568 26 4875.48 

1503.8 20.6 4240.93 
898.3 12.3 3633.46 

5 
0.5 

245 
9.76 
65.6 

12.85 
48.42 

Delay 
time 
[5] 
0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
12 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
30 
130 
10 
10 
10 

5 
0.5 

245 
9.76 
65.6 

12.85 
48.42 

Bendinq 
body end 

[%1 
29.8 
30.5 
23.5 

Roll gap Gauge Exit 
preset reduction width 
[mm] [mml [mm] 

603.79 7.06 1200.2 
594.12 10.15 1200.5 
579.98 14.02 1200.9 
561.3 18.59 1201.5 
537.8 23.43 1202.2 

510.23 27.54 1203.1 
481.05 29.17 1204.1 
451.78 29.29 1205.2 
422.39 29.4 1206.3 
392.88 29.52 1207.5 
363.26 29.63 1208.7 
333.53 29.74 1210.1 
303.68 29.86 1211.5 
273.71 29.97 1213.1 
243.64 30.09 1214.8 
213.44 30.2 1216.8 
183.13 30.31 1218.9 
152.7 30.43 1221.5 

134.12 18.6 1223 
115.62 18.24 1224.8 
84.09 31.1 1229.1 
61.15 23.07 1233.1 
29.99 30.53 1244.4 

BendinQ IOQarithmic Delay Exit Entry 
strip head reduction time tension tension 

[%1 [-1 [51 [Nlmm'l [Nlmm'l 
29.9 0.524 150 5.6 0 
30.1 0.662 30 11.8 4.8 
22.7 0.606 30 22 9.5 
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Appendix B: 

Visual Basic code for Stress Relaxation Programme 
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Option Explicit 

Dim temp As Long 
'Dim boardhandle As Integer 
'Dim baseaddr AS Long 
Dim doublerun AS Boolean 
Dim err As Integer 'error code from PC30GA card 
Dim s AS string 'general purpose string 
Dim bt As Long 'PC30 board type code 
Dim bh As Long 'pc30 board handle 
Dim ba As Long 'PC30 board address 
Dim timeout1 AS Long 
Dim timeout2 AS Long 
Dim timeout3 As Boolean 
Dim holdtime AS Long 
Dim holdcount As Long 
Dim porta AS Long 'more s~g byte of extension data 
Dim portb As Long 'less Slg byte of extension data 
Dim extension AS Long 'crosshead displacement 
Dim extension_array(O TO 64000) AS Long 'array of crosshead displacements 
Dim temp_array(O To 64000) AS Long 'array of temperature readings 
Dim 10ad_array(0 To 64000) AS Long 'array of loadcell readings 
Dim number_of_comp_samples AS Long 'how many samples were taken during the first 
compression phase of the text 
Dim number_of_comp2_samples As Long 'how many samples were taken during the 
second compression phase of the text 
Dim number_of_relax_samples AS Long 'how many samples were taken during the 
first relaxation period 
Dim curr_sample As Long 'What sample number we are currently taking 
Dim displacement AS Double 
Dim strain As Double 
Dim load AS Double 
Dim stress As Double 
Dim filepos AS Long 
Dim filename AS string 
Dim targettemp AS Long 
Dim number_of_samples_taken 

Private sub cmdAbort_click() 
Dim response As Integer 
response = MsgBox("Are you sure you wish to abort?", vboKCancel, "Aborting") 
If response = 1 Then 
Call transformer_off 
err = EDR_FreeBoardHandle(bh) 
response = MsgBOX("DO you wish to save test data?", vbYeSNO, "saving?") 
If response = 6 Then 

Call cmdFilesel_click 
End If 
End 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub CmdFilesel_click() 
On Error Resume Next 
CommonDi a 1 og1. Fi 1 ter = "Comma seperated fi 1 es C' . csv) Ii' . csv" 
commonDialog1.filename = "" 
CommonDialogl.showsave 
filename = commonDialog1.filename 
TxtFile.Text = filename 

Open filename For Output AS #1 

Write #1, ("parameters:") 
Write #1, "Gauge length:", TxtGageLen.Text 
Write #1, "sample Diameter:", Txtdiameter.Text 
Write #1, "compression Distance one:", TxtComLen.Text 
Write #1, "compression one Temp:", txtComp1Temp.Text 
Write #1, "Compression Distance two:", txtcomLen2.Text 
Write #1, "compression two Temp:", txtComp2Temp.Text 
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Write #1, "Relaxation period one:", TxtRelaxPer.Text 
write #1, "SR one Temp:", txtRelaxTemp.Text 
Write #1, "Relaxation period two:", txtRelaxPer2.Text 
Write #1, "SR two Temp:", txtRelaxTemp2.Text 

'empty line write #1, 
write #1, 
Write #1, 
Write #1, 
Write #1, 
Write #1, 

("compression phase One Data follows:") 
'empty line 

"Temp", "Di spl acement", "Strai n", "Load", "Stress" 
"Deg c", "mm", "strai ns", "N", "MPA" 

'empty line 

For filepos = 0 TO (number_of_comp_samples - 1) 
call calc_displacement 
call calc_strain 
Ca 11 cal c_l oad 
call cal c_stress 
Write #1, temp_array(filepos); displacement; strain; load; stress 
Next filepos 

Write #1, 'empty 1 i ne 
Write #1, ("Relaxation stage One Data follows:") 
wri te #1, 'empty 1 i ne 

For filepos = number_of_comp_samples TO (number_of_relax_samples - 1) 
Call calc_displacement 
Call calc_strain 
call calc_load 
call calc_stress 
Write #1, temp_array(filepos); displacement; strain; load; stress 
Next filepos 

If doublerun Then 

'empty line Write #1, 
Write #1, 
write #1, 
Write #1, 
Write #1, 
write #1, 

("compression phase Two Data follows:") 
'empty line 

"Temp", "Di spl acement", "Strai n", "Load", "Stress" 
"Deg c", "mm", "strai ns", "N", "MPA" 

'empty line 

For filepos = number_of_relax_samples TO (number_of_comp2_samples - 1) 
Call calc_displacement 
call calc_strain 
call calc_load 
call calc stress 
Write #1, temp_array(filepos); displacement; strain; load; stress 
Next filepos 

wri te #1, 'empty 1 i ne 
write #1, ("Relaxation stage Two Data follows:") 
wri te #1, 'empty 1 i ne 

For filepos = number_of_comp2_samples To (curr_sample - 1) 
Call calc_displacement 
call calc_strain 
call calc_load 
call calc_stress 
write #1, temp_array(filepos); displacement; strain; load; stress 
Next filepos 

End If 

close #1 
End Sub 

Private Sub cmdstart_click() 

Dim max_extension As Long 
Dim delay_count AS Long 
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Dim delay_loop As Long 

Dim load_bin As Integer 'sample received from loadcell 
Dim load_voltage As Long 'voltage recived from loadcell 

On Error Resume Next 

curr_sample = 0 
number_of_comp_samples = 0 
number_of_comp2_samples 0 
number_of_relax_samples = 0 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 

max_extension = 500 * val (TxtComLen.Text) 
delay_count = 5 * val (TxtRelaxper.Text) 

MsgBox ("press black reset button on computer control console on Instron unit") 

Frame2.Enabled False 
Frame3.Enabled = False 
Frame4.Enabled = False 
CmdStart.Enabled = False 
targettemp = val (txtComp1Temp.Text) 
txtTargetTemp.Text = targettemp 
'This loop raises the temperature of the specimen until it is the required 
temperature 
TxtStatus.Text = "Raising Temperature to starting point" 
'turn on transformer 
Call transformer_on 
Do 

DOEvents 
Call get_temp 

LOOp until temp >= targettemp 

'This loop holds the specimen at temperature for 30 seconds 
holdtime = 30 
holdcount = 0 
TxtStatus.Text = "Holding temperature for 30 seconds" 
txtCountDown.Text = holdtime - holdcount 
Timer1.Interval = 1000 'should be 1000 
timeout1 = False 
Timer1.Enabled = True 
Do 
DoEvents 
'Temperature control loop here 
call control_temp 

timeout3 = False 
Timer3.Interval = 50 
Timer3.Enabled = True 
DO 

DoEvents 
LOOP until timeout3 = True 

If temp < (targettemp - 100) Then 'a problem has happened and we must stop the 
test 

call transformer_off 
MsgBox ("Temperature of sample has dropped below allowable levels. Test 

stopped.") 
Exit sub 

End If 
txtCountDown.Text holdtime - holdcount 
Loop until timeout1 = True 
txtCountDown.Text = "NA" 
CmdFileSel .Enabled = True 
Frame2.Enabled = True 

'now we compress at the correct rate until the crosshead extension 
'measurement indicates that we have compressed fully. 
TxtStatuS.Text = "Entering first compression stage" 
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If OptRatel.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down 'SOOmm/min 
If OptRate2.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '200mm/min 
If OptRate3.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '100mm/min 
If OptRate4.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down 'SOmm/min 
If OptRateS.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '20mm/min 
If optRate6.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '10mm/min 
If OptRate7.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down 'Smm/min 
If OptRate8.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '2mm/min 
If OptRate9.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down 'lmm/min 
If OptRatel0.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down , .Smm/min 
If OptRatell.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down , .2mm/min 
If OptRate12.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down ' .1mm/mi n 

Do 
DoEvents 

'Temperature control loop here 
Call control_temp 
temp_array(curr_sample) = temp 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2C) 

EDR_DIOPortoutput(bh, 2, &H2B) 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2A) 

EDR_DIoPortoutput(bh, 2, &H29) 

EDR_DIoPortOutput(bh, 2, &H28) 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H27) 

EDR_DIOPortoutput(bh, 2, &H26) 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2S) 

EDR_DIoPortoutput(bh, 2, &H24) 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H23) 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H22) 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H21) 

If temp < (targettemp - ISO) Then 'a problem has happened and we must stop the 
test 
call transformer_off 

MsgBox ("Temperature of sample has dropped below allowable levels. Test 
stopped.") 

Exit Sub 
End If 

'Measurement of A/D channel for loadcell here. 
err = EDR-ADInBinoneSample(bh, 0, load_bin) 'test 
err = EDR-ADInBinToVoltage(bh, 0, load_voltage, load_bin) 
load_array(curr_sample) = load_voltage 

, TxtStatus. Text = str$(load_voltage) 'test 

err = EDR_DIOPortInput(bh, 0, porta) 
err = EDR_DIOPortInput(bh, 1, portb) 
extension = porta + 2S6 * portb 

extension_array(curr_sample) = extension 

===================== 
, SG 26 Jan 2006 

number_of_samples_taken = number_of_samples_taken + 1 
If OptRatel.value = True And number_of_samples_taken = 1 Then 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down 'SOOmm/min 
If OptRate2.value = True And number_of_samples_taken = 1 Then 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down '200mm/min 
If OptRate3.value = True And number_of_samples_taken = 1 Then 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down '100mm/min 
If OptRate4.value = True And number_of_samples_taken = 1 Then 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down 'SOmm/min 
If optRateS.value = True And number_of_samples_taken = 2 Then 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down '20mm/min 
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5 Then 

10 Then 

20 Then 

50 Then 

If OptRate6.value = True And number_of_samples_taken = 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down '10mm/min 
If OptRate7.value = True And number_of_samples_taken 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down '5mm/min 
If OptRate8.value = True And number_of_samples_taken 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down '2mm/min 
If OptRate9.value = True And number_of_samples_taken 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down 'lmm/min 
If OptRate10.value = True And number_of_samples_taken 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down' .5mm/min 
If OptRate11.value = True And number_of_samples_taken 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down' .2mm/min 
If optRate12.value = True And number_of_samples_taken 
number_of_samples_taken = 0 'crosshead down' .1mm/min 

100 Then 

If number_of_samples_taken = 0 Then 
'move to next array position to store our new data 
curr_sample = curr_sample + 1 
number_of_comp_samples = number_of_comp_samples + 1 

End If , 
===================== 

For delay_loop = 1 TO 100 
Next delay_loop 

200 Then 

500 Then 

'in order to combat backlash we decelerate ~ently when compressing 
'at higher strain rates. This is done by walting until we are at 95% 
'of full compression and then backin~ off by a factor of 3 speed increments. 
'when we get to 99% of full compreSSlon we then back off more so that we 
'are compressing at 7 speed increments lower than the initial rate. 
If extension >= (max_extension * 0.95) And extension < (max_extension * 0.99) 
Then 
If optRate1.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H29) 
'crosshead down '50mm/min 
If optRate2.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H28) 
'crosshead down '20mm/min 
If optRate3.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H27) 
'crosshead down '10mm/min 
If OptRate4.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H26) 
'crosshead down '5mm/min 
If OptRate5.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H25) 
'crosshead down '2mm/min 
If optRate6.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H24) 
'crosshead down 'lmm/min 
If OptRate7.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H23) 
'crosshead down' .5mm/min 
If optRate8.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H22) 
'crosshead down' .2mm/min 
If optRate9.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H21) 
'crosshead down' .1mm/min 
End If 

'If extension >= (max_extension ~, 0.99) Then 
'If OptRate1.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 
'crosshead down '2mm/min 

2, &H25) 

'If OptRate2.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down 'lmm/min 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H24) 

'If OptRate3.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down' .5mm/min 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H23) 

'If OptRate4.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down' .2mm/min 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H22) 

'If OptRate5.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H21) 
'crosshead down , .1mm/min 
'End If 

LOOP until extension >= max extension 'check for full compression distance 

err = EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2F) 'crosshead stops 
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'wait for stress relaxation period. This is split into delays of 
'200ms to give 5 samples per second for the sample data 

TxtStatus.Text = "First stress relaxation period" 
targettemp = val (txtRelaxTemp.Text) 
txtTargetTemp.Text = targettemp 
number_of_relax_samples = curr_sample 
Do 

DoEvents 
Timer1.Interval = 200 
timeout1 = False 
Timer1.Enabled = True 
txtCountDown.Text = Round(delay_count I 5, 0) 
DO 
DoEvents 

LOOP until timeout1 = True 

'Temperature control loop here 
call control_temp 
temp_array(curr_sample) = temp 
If temp < (targettemp - 150) Then 'a problem has happened and we must stop the 

test 
call transformer_off 
MsgBox ("Temperature of sample has dropped below allowable levels. Test 

stopped.") 
Exit Sub 

End If 

'Measurement of AID channel for loadcell here. 
err = EDR-ADInBinonesample(bh, 0, load_bin) 'test 
err = EDR-ADInBinTovoltage(bh, 0, load_voltage, load_bin) 
load_array(curr_sample) = load_voltage 

err = EDR_DIoPortInput(bh, 0, porta) 
err = EDR_DIOPortInput(bh, 1, portb) 
extension = porta + 256 * portb 

extension_array(curr_sample) = extension 

'move to next array position to store our new data 
curr_sample = curr_sample + 1 
number_of_relax_samples = number_of_relax_samples + 1 

delay_count = delay_count - 1 
LOOP until delay_count = 0 
,------------ second compression -------------------
If doublerun Then 
number_of_comp2_samples = curr_sample 
targettemp = val (txtComp2Temp.Text) 
txtTargetTemp.Text = targettemp 
,------------ 5 second hold ---------------
'This loop holds the specimen at temperature for 5 seconds 
holdtime = 5 
holdcount = 0 
TxtStatus.Text = "Holding temperature for 5 seconds" 
txtCountDown.Text = holdtime - holdcount 
Timer1.Interval = 1000 'should be 1000 
timeout1 = False 
Timer1.Enabled = True 
DO 

DoEvents 
'Temperature control loop here 
call control_temp 

timeout3 = False 
Timer3.Interval = 50 
Timer3.Enabled = True 
DO 

DoEvents 
LOOP Until timeout3 = True 
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If temp < (targettemp - 100) Then 'a problem has happened and we must stop the 
test 

Call transformer_off 
MsgBox ("Temperature of sample has dropped below allowable levels. Test 

stopped.") 
Exit sub 

End If 
txtCountDown.Text holdtime - holdcount 
LOOP Until timeout1 = True 
txtCountDown.Text = "NA" , 
max_extension = 500 * (val(TxtComLen.Text) + val (txtComLen2.Text)) 
delay_count = 5~' val (txtRelaxper2.Text) 
'now we compress again at the correct rate until the crosshead extension 
'measurement indicates that we have compressed fully. 
TxtStatus.Text = "Entering second compression stage" 

If optRate1.value = True Then 
'crosshead down '500mm/min 

err 

If optRate2.value = True Then 
'crosshead down '200mm/min 

err 

If OptRate3.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '100mm/min 
If OptRate4.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '50mm/min 
If optRate5.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '20mm/min 
If optRate6.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '10mm/min 
If OptRate7.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '5mm/min 
If optRate8.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '2mm/min 
If OptRate9.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down 'lmm/min 
If OptRate10.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down • .5mm/min 
If OptRate11.value = True 
'crosshead down' .2mm/min 

Then err 

If OptRate12.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down , .1mm/min 

Do 
DoEvents 

'Temperature control loop here 
call control_temp 
temp_array(curr_sample) = temp 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIoPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIoPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 

2, &H2C) 

2, &H2B) 

2, &H2A) 

2, &H29) 

2, &H28) 

2, &H27) 

2, &H26) 

2, &H25) 

2, &H24) 

2, &H23) 

2, &H22) 

2, &H21) 

If temp < (targettemp - 150) Then 'a problem has happened and we must stop the 
test 
call transformer_off 

MsgBox ("Temperature of sample has dropped below allowable levels. Test 
stopped.") 

Exit sub 
End If 

'Measurement of A/D channel for loadcell here. 
err = EDR-ADInBinonesample(bh, 0, load_bin) 'test 
err = EDR-ADInBinTovoltage(bh, 0, load_voltage, load_bin) 
load_array(curr_sample) = load_voltage 

, TxtStatuS.Text = str$(load_voltage) 'test 

err = EDR_DIoPortInput(bh, 0, porta) 
err = EDR_DIOPortInput(bh, 1, portb) 
extension = porta + 256 * portb 

extension_array(curr_sample) = extension 
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'move to next array posltlon to store our new data 
curr_sample = curr_sample + 1 
number_of_comp2_samples = number_of_comp2_samples + 1 

For delay_loop = 1 TO 100 
Next delay_loop 

'in order to combat backlash we decelerate gently when compressing 
'at higher strain rates. This is done by walting until we are at 95% 
'of full compression and then backing off by a factor of 3 speed increments. 
'when we get to 99% of full compreSSlon we then back off more so that we 
'are compressing at 7 speed increments lower than the initial rate. 
If extension >= (max_extension * 0.95) And extension < (max_extension * 0.99) 
Then 
If optRate1.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H29) 
'crosshead down '50mm/min 
If OptRate2.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H28) 
'crosshead down '20mm/min 
If optRate3.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H27) 
'crosshead down '10mm/min 
If OptRate4.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H26) 
'crosshead down '5mm/min 
If optRate5.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H25) 
'crosshead down '2mm/min 
If optRate6.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H24) 
'crosshead down 'lmm/min 
If optRate7.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H23) 
'crosshead down' .5mm/min 
If optRate8.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H22) 
'crosshead down' .2mm/min 
If optRate9.value = True Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H21) 
'crosshead down' .1mm/min 
End If 

'If extension >= (max_extension * 0.99) Then 
'If OptRate1.value = True Then err 
'crosshead down '2mm/min 

EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H25) 

'If OptRate2.value = True 
'crosshead down 'lmm/min 

Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H24) 

'If optRate3.value = True 
'crosshead down' .5mm/min 

Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H23) 

'If OptRate4.value = True 
'crosshead down' .2mm/min 

Then err EDR-DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H22) 

'If OptRate5.value = True 
'crosshead down' .1mm/min 

Then err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H21) 

'End If 

Loop Until extension >= max extension 'check for full compression distance 

err = EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2F) 'crosshead stops 

'wait for stress relaxation period. This is split into delays of 
'200ms to give 5 samples per second for the sample data 

TxtStatus.Text = "second stress relaxation period" 
targettemp = val (txtRelaxTemp2.Text) 
txtTargetTemp.Text = targettemp 

DO 
DoEvents 

Timer1.Interval = 200 
timeout1 = False 
Timer1.Enabled = True 
txtCountDown.Text = Round(delay_count / 5, 0) 
DO 

DOEvents 
LOOp until timeout1 = True 
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'Temperature control loop here 
call control_temp 
temp_array(curr_sample) = temp 
If temp < (targettemp - 150) Then 'a problem has happened and we must stop the 

test 
Call transformer_off 
MsgBox ("Temperature of sample has dropped below allowable levels. Test 

stopped.") 
Exit Sub 

End If 

'Measurement of AID channel for loadcell here. 
err = EDR-ADInBinonesample(bh, 0, load_bin) 'test 
err = EDR-ADInBinTovoltage(bh, 0, load_voltage, load_bin) 
load_array(curr_sample) = load_voltage 

err = EDR_DIoPortInput(bh, 0, porta) 
err = EDR_DIOPortInput(bh, 1, portb) 
extension = porta + 256 * portb 

extension_array(curr_sample) = extension 

'move to next array position to store our new data 
curr_sample = curr_sample + 1 

delay_count = delay_count - 1 
LOOP Until delay_count = 0 
End If 
,------------ End of second Cycle ------------
TxtStatus.Text = "Lifting crosshead" 

call transformer_off 
err = EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &HO) 'crosshead returns 

End Sub 

private sub Form_Load() 

Dim i AS Long 
Dim c As Long 
Dim s AS string 
Dim numdio As Long 
doublerun = False 

bh = 0 
c 0 
i = 1 

'Get board type 
err = EDR_GetBoardType(i, bt) 

s = space$(80) 
'Get board name 
EDR_StrBoardType bt, s 
'Get base address 
EDR_GetBase i, ba 
s = RTrimz(s) 
If bh = 0 Then 

bh = i 
End If 

numdio = EDR_NumDIOPorts(bt) 
'Port C is output 
err = EDR_DIoConfigureport(bh, 2, EDR_DIO_SIMPLE, EDR_OUTPUT) 
err = EDR_DIoPortOutput(bh, 2, &H3F) 'return the crosshead 
'port A is input 
err = EDR_DIOConfigureport(bh, 0, EDR_DIO_SIMPLE, EDR_INPUT) 
'port B is input 
err = EDR_DIOConfigureport(bh, 1, EDR_DIO_SIMPLE, EDR_INPUT) 
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CmdStart.Enabled = False 
CmdFileSel.Enabled = False 
Frame4.Enabled = False 
TxtGageLen.Text = 9 
TxtComLen.Text = 0 
txtComplTemp.Text = 250 
txtRelaxTemp.Text = 250 
TxtRelaxPer.Text = 30 
TxtStatus.Text = "please enter the test Parameters" 
txtCountDown.Text = "NA" 
call calc_strain_rates 
call get_temp 

End sub 

Private Sub calc_strain_rates() 
'calculate the possible strain rates from the gauge length and 
'instron capabilities 
'These values are automatically filled in next to the option buttons 
Dim length As Double 
If TxtGageLen = "0" Then 

MsgBox ("can't have zero Gauge Length") 
EXlt Sub 

End If 
length = val (TxtGageLen.Text) 
If length = 0 Then 

EXlt Sub 
End If 

OptRatel.caption 
OptRate2.caption 
OptRate3.caption 
OptRate4.Caption 
OptRate5.caption 
OptRate6.caption 
OptRate7.caption 
OptRate8.caption 
OptRate9.caption 
OptRatel0.caption 
OptRatell.caption 
OptRatel2.caption 

Round((8.3333 / length), 4) 
Round((3.3333 / length), 4) 
Round((1.6667 / length), 4) 
Round((0.83333 / length), 4) 
Round((0.33333 / length), 4) 
Round((0.16667 / length), 4) 
Round((0.083333 / length), 4) 
Round((0.033333 / length), 4) 
Round((0.016667 / length), 4) 

Round((0.0083333 / length), 4) 
Round((0.0033333 / length), 4) 
Round((0.0016667 / length), 4) 

End Sub 

Private sub Form_Terminate() 
call transformer_off 
MsgBox ("program terminated: shutting down transformer") 
End Sub 

Private Sub optDouble_click() 
txtComLen2.Text = "0" 
txtComLen2.Enabled = True 
txtComp2Temp.Text = "250" 
txtComp2Temp.Enabled = True 
txtRelaxPer2.Text = "30" 
txtRelaxPer2.Enabled = True 
txtRelaxTemp2.Text = "250" 
txtRelaxTemp2.Enabled = True 
doublerun = True 
End Sub 

Private sub optsingle_click() 
txtComLen2.Text = "NA" 
txtComLen2.Enabled = False 
txtComp2Temp.Text = "NA" 
txtComp2Temp.Enabled = False 
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txtRelaxPer2.Text = "NA" 
txtRelaxper2.Enabled = False 
txtRelaxTemp2.Text = "NA" 
txtRelaxTemp2.Enabled = False 
doublerun = False 
End Sub 

private sub Timerl_Timer() 
holdcount = holdcount + 1 
If holdcount >= holdtime Then 

timeoutl = True 
Timerl.Enabled = False 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub Timer2_Timer() 
timeout2 = True 
Timerl.Enabled = False 
End Sub 

Private sub Timer3_Timer() 
timeout3 = True 
End Sub 

Private sub TxtComLen_lostfocus() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) >= val (TxtGageLen.Text) Then 

MsgBox ("can't squeeze sample to zero or negative thickness!") 
TxtComLen.Text = 0 

End If 

If (val (TxtComLen) > 0) And (doublerun False) Then 
Frame4.Enabled = True 

End If 
If val (TxtComLen) <= 0 Then 

Frame4.Enabled = False 
CmdStart.Enabled = False 
TxtStatus = "please enter test parameters" 

End If 

End Sub 

Private sub txtComLen2_lostfocus() 
If doublerun Then 
If (val(txtComLen2.Text) + val (TxtComLen.Text)) >= val (TxtGageLen.Text) Then 

MsgBox ("can't squeeze sample to zero or negative thickness!") 
TxtComLen.Text = 0 

End If 

If val (TxtComLen) > 0 Then 
Frame4.Enabled = True 

End If 
If val (TxtComLen) <= 0 Then 

Frame4.Enabled = False 
CmdStart.Enabled = False 
TxtStatus = "please enter test parameters" 

End If 
End If 
End Sub 

Private sub txtComplTemp_lostfocus() 
Dim CTl AS Double 

CTl = val (txtComplTemp.Text) 

'If CTl < 250 Then 
, txtComplTemp = 250 

MsgBox "Minimum temperature is 250 Degrees" 
'End If 
If CTl > 500 Then 
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txtComp1Temp = 500 
MsgBox "Maximum temperature is 500 Degrees" 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub txtComp2Temp_lostfocus() 
Dim CT2 As Double 

CT2 = val (txtComp2Temp.Text) 

'If CT2 < 250 Then 
, txtComp2Temp = 250 
, MsgBox "Minimum temperature is 250 Degrees" 
'End If 
If CT2 > 500 Then 

txtComp2Temp = 500 
MsgBox "Maximum temperature is 500 Degrees" 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub TxtGageLen_lostfocus() 
call calc_strain_rates 

End Sub 

Private sub TxtRelaxper_lostfocus() 
If val (TxtRelaxper.Text) > 3600 Then TxtRelaxper 3600 
End Sub 

Private sub txtRelaxper2_lostfocus() 
If val (txtRelaxper2.Text) > 3600 Then txtRelaxPer2 3600 
End Sub 

Private sub txtRelaxTemp_lostfocus() 
Dim RT1 AS Double 

RT1 = val (txtRelaxTemp.Text) 

'If RT1 < 250 Then 
, txtRelaxTemp = 250 

MsgBox "Minimum temperature is 250 Degrees" 
'End If 
If RT1 > 500 Then 

txtRelaxTemp = 500 
MsgBox "Maximum temperature is 500 Degrees" 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub txtRelaxTemp2_lostfocus() 
Dim RT2 AS Double 

RT2 = val (txtRelaxTemp2.Text) 

'If RT2 < 250 Then 
, txtRelaxTemp2 = 250 

MsgBox "Minimum temperature is 250 Degrees" 
'End If 
If RT2 > 500 Then 

txtRelaxTemp2 500 
MsgBox "Maximum temperature is 500 Degrees" 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub OptRate1_click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 
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Private sub OptRate2_Click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

cmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub OptRate3_Click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 

Private Sub OptRate4_Click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub OptRate5_click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub optRate6_Click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End sub 

Private sub OptRate7_click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub optRate8_click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub OptRate9_click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub OptRatelO_click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 

Private sub OptRatell_Click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text "Ready to test." 

End If 
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End Sub 

private sub OptRate12_click() 
If val (TxtComLen.Text) > 0 Then 

CmdStart.Enabled = True 
TxtStatus.Text = "Ready to test." 

End If 
End Sub 

private sub calc_displacement() 
displacement = extension_array(filepos) I 500 
End Sub 

Private Sub calc_strain() 
strain = Abs(Log((val(TxtGageLen.Text) - displacement) I val (TxtGageLen.Text))) 
End Sub 

private sub calc_load() 
load = load_array(filepos) I -1200 
End Sub 

private sub calc_stress() 
Dim area As Double 
Dim numerator As Double 
Dim denominator AS Double 
'stress=force/area 
numerator = 3.1415 * val (Txtdiameter.Text) * val (Txtdiameter.Text) 
denominator = 4 - ((4 * displacement) I val (TxtGageLen.Text)) 
area = numerator I denominator 
stress = load I area 
End Sub 

Private Sub get_tempe) 
Dim temp_bin AS Integer 
Dim temp_voltage AS Long 
'Get the temperature from the aid card. We work with an input of 
'20mv/deg celcius, and our converter is 12 bits, signed input 
'range +-10v. 
'This routine fills in the current temp. window and updates the 
'global variable temp. 

err = EDR-ADInBinonesample(bh, 4, temp_bin) 'test 
err = EDR-ADInBinToVoltage(bh, 4, temp_voltage, temp_bin) 
temp = temp_voltage I 20000 

txtCurrTemp.Text = temp 
End Sub 

Private sub control_tempe) 
'Turn the transformer on or off as needed to control the temperature of the 
specimen 
call get_temp 
If temp> (targettemp + 1) Then Call transformer_off 
If temp < (targettemp - 1) Then Call transformer_on 

End Sub 

private sub transformer_one) 
'Turn the transformer on 
err = EDR_DAOutvoltage(bh, 3, 10000000) 
End Sub 

Private sub transformer_off() 
'Turn the transformer off 
err = EDR_DAOutvoltage(bh, 3, 0) 
End sub 

Private sub Form_unload(cancel As Integer) 
Call transformer_off 
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err = EDR_FreeBoardHandle(bh) 
End Sub 

'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H20) 'crosshead moves no speed or preset? 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H21) 'crosshead moves down mm/min 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H22) 'crosshead moves down mm/min 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H23) 'crosshead moves down 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H24) 'crosshead stops 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H25) 'reset extension 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H66) 'crosshead moves down 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H27) 'crosshead down light 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H28) 'crosshead moves down 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H29) 'reset extension 
'err EDR_DloPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2A) 'crosshead down 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2B) 'crosshead down '200mm/min 
'err EDR_DloPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2C) 'crosshead down '500mm/min 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2D) 'crosshead down '1000mm/min 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2E) 'crosshead moves down speed? 
'err EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh, 2, &H2F) 'crosshead moves down speed? 
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Appendix C: 

Design drawings for set-up of Testing facility 
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